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Abstract

With the recent initiatives to upgrade the existing power grid to the Smart Grid (SG), there has been a significant interest in the
design and development of an efficient communications infrastructure for connecting different components of the SG. In addition
to the currently used underlying networks and protocols, new wired/wireless approaches are being planned for deployment for
different components/applications of the SG. Based on the data requirements of the applications, new challenges have arisen at
the network layer of the protocol stack with respect to routing and data forwarding. In this paper, we focus on the routing issues
in the SG communications infrastructure which consists of different network components, such as Home Area Networks (HANs),
Neighborhood Area Networks (NANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs). We provide a comprehensive survey of the existing
routing research and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed protocols with respect different applications areas.
We also identify the future research issues that are yet to be addressed with respect to the applications and network components.
This survey is the first to identify routing design issues for the SG and categorize the proposed routing protocols from the SG
applications perspective. We believe that this work will be valuable for the utilities and other energy companies whose target is
to develop and deploy a specific SG application that may span different network components. In addition, this work will provide
valuable insights for the newcomers who would like to pursue routing related research in the SG domain.
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1. Introduction

The modernization of the electricity grid that can accommo-
date future demand growth is underway [1, 2]. In addition to
the use of the more advanced electrical power components, the
modernization of the power grid involves an extensive use of
the information technology which will lead to the Smart Grid
(SG). Two driving forces to move toward SG are: (1) The aging,
inadequate, and outdated current electricity grid which needs to
be improved to meet the future demand challenges, (2) The ben-
efits of the SG in consequence of the improvements in six key
value areas: reliability, economics, efficiency, environmental,
security, and safety [2]. As a result of these improvements, the
following benefits are expected: 1) a reduction of the rate and
length of outages; 2) a reduction in the number of disruptions
due to power quality issues; 3) lower electricity bills; 4) lower
operation and maintenance costs; 5) better asset utilization; 6)
lower CO2 emissions due to the deployment of electric vehicles;
7) an increase in physical security as well as cyber-security in
the whole power grid systems; and 8) an increase in the safety
from electricity hazards.
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An important part of the motivation for the SG is to be able
to provide built-in two-way flow of information among different
components, a feature lacking in the current power grid. Cur-
rent systems that are based on Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) are mostly used in control centers for
monitoring the power grid components and provide commu-
nications among these centers as well as the substations. The
proposed communications infrastructure for SG will have many
interconnected systems with various ownership and manage-
ment to provide end-to-end services among stake holders as
well as among intelligent devices. Through this communica-
tions infrastructure, several new applications can be realized.
For instance, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) allows
utilities to collect, measure, and analyze energy consumption
data; Demand Response (DR) uses the AMI infrastructure to
adjust power demands and the prices. Similarly, Wide Area
Situational Awareness (WASA) can improve the monitoring of
the power system across large geographic areas. We refer to this
communications infrastructure as SG Communications Network
hereafter.

While there has been an increasing interest in identifying the
components of the SG and possible applications [3][4], spe-
cific research challenges at each protocol layer have not been
elaborated yet. In particular, several key issues need to be ad-
dressed in order to support network interconnectivity across the
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SG communications networks [1] that consists of HANs, NANs
and WANs. For instance, security is required since SG will
consist of multiple-interconnected networks with diverse un-
derlying communications technologies, ownerships and man-
agement. While providing availability and reliability, certain
privacy information, such as power usage data from each house-
hold, needs to be protected. Furthermore, the communications
infrastructure will require network management functionality,
network activities, and network devices, including status moni-
toring, fault detection, isolation, and recovery. Finally, the abil-
ity to uniquely identify elements in the network and routing ca-
pabilities to all network end points for a wide range of applica-
tions with different requirements will need to be addressed.

In this paper, unlike the other existing SG communications
surveys, we focus on the routing component of the SG com-
munications. Our goal is fourfold: 1) to facilitate a better un-
derstanding of the components of the SG (i.e., HANs, NANs
and WANs), how they interact and where they are situated in
the big picture of the communications network of the SG, 2)
to elaborate on the routing design issues in the communica-
tions network with respect to various SG applications, 3) to sur-
vey and categorize the existing routing approaches for HANs,
NANs and WANs, and 4) to list possible future research issues
and challenges. We believe that laying out the infrastructure
for the SG and discussing the research challenges as part of
the communications network will be beneficial for the new-
comers to this research area. In addition, application design-
ers/companies/utilities looking to implement any SG applica-
tion can use this survey as a starting point to determine their
applications’ routing needs.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 starts
with an overview of SG. Section 3 presents the existing surveys
on different aspects of the SG. Section 4 presents the commu-
nications network of the SG along with the applications it can
support. Routing design issues in the SG communications net-
work are also introduced. Section 5 presents the classification
of the routing protocols for the SG based on various criteria.
Sections 6, 7 and 8 summarize/classify the existing routing ap-
proaches in HANs, NANs and WANs respectively. In Section
9, future research issues pertaining to routing on HANs, NANs
and WANs are enumerated. Finally, Section 10 concludes the
paper.

2. Smart Grid Background

Today, the electricity is generated and distributed in a hier-
archical power grid that has three distinct subsystems: Gener-
ation, Transmission, and Distribution. The power plants gen-
erate electricity and then step-up transformers at the transmis-
sion substations convert it into high voltage electricity for long-
distance transmission on the grid. At the distribution substa-
tions, this high voltage electricity is converted into medium
voltage and transported over the distribution grid to the end
users. Before entering the end user premises, the medium volt-
age is converted into low voltage. This process is shown in Fig.
1. This basic flow of electric power in power grid has remained
unchanged for a little over a century. However, each electric
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Figure 1: Current Power Grid Components and flow of electricity.

power subsystem has evolved over time with a different pace.
Hence, the level of automation varies considerably at different
components of the SG.

The electric grid has transformed from a set of isolated of
power plants into interconnected grids. The current electric
transmission grids are interconnected into regional or national
electric grids to provide multiple redundant alternate routes for
electric flow in case of unbalanced supply and demand or fail-
ures, such as generation plants or transmission equipment fail-
ures.

Dispatching electricity is centrally managed through a con-
trol center which has the responsibility for controlling sev-
eral regions from a central location. The control center uses
computer-based monitoring and control system, called Supervi-
sory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA
system contains various electronic monitoring or control de-
vices as well as automation equipment to measure, monitor,
and control electric power grid components. SCADA systems
came into life after the major blackout in 1965 and later evolved
into Energy Management System (EMS) at the Control Cen-
ters. Remote Terminal Units (RTU) at transmission and distri-
bution substations are deployed to collect real-time data with
relatively low time granularity (2-10 samples / sec). EMS uses
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) for state estimation, con-
tingency analysis, optimal power flow, etc.

Thus, generation and transmission portions of the current
power grid are fairly “smart” but still there is not much au-
tomation at the control centers and thus human intervention
is required. After the 1990s, limited real-time monitoring ca-
pabilities to distribution and customer premises have been in-
troduced. Distributed automation, Advanced Meter Reading
(AMR) and Infrastructure (AMI) applications are some exam-
ples of these efforts. However, these were locally deployed only
as pilot projects and thus their usage is not widespread on the
power grid. As a result, this current advancement of the elec-
tric power grid is considered inadequate and too localized to
address many critical issues.

The operation of the current power grid is inefficient. Due to
the inefficient power storage, the supply is required to keep up
with the demand, resulting in a forced just-in-time paradigm.
However, the demand fluctuations strain the aging and out-
dated infrastructure of the power grid during the peak demand
hours and hence pose reliability, availability, and power qual-
ity issues. The current power generation that relies on the
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non-renewable resources also has environmental and resource
scarcity issues. Besides vehicles, traditional electricity plants
that rely on fossil fuels also emit gases and other pollutants
when burning fuel to generate electricity. Finally, utility com-
panies realize that they must shift their dependence from the
knowledge of their aging workforce to systems-based knowl-
edge through information management and automation.

All these contribute to the motivation of developing an intel-
ligent power grid to improve the power grid in the following ar-
eas: reliability, economics, efficiency, environmental, security,
and safety [2]. More detailed information regarding SG charac-
teristics and proposed models can be found in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In
what follows, our focus will be on the routing in the SG.

3. Related Work

There has been an increasing research activity and survey pa-
pers on SG communications recently. Several survey and posi-
tional papers on SG can be found in the literature [6] [7] [8] [4]
[3].

The work in [6] focuses solely on HANs and discusses the
whole protocol stack from physical to application layer as well
as making a comparison of some wireless proprietary technolo-
gies/protocols. The work in [7] reviews and classifies vari-
ous works of SG found in the literature. More specifically,
the authors review the works in the aspect of communica-
tion/networking architecture and technologies, Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS), optimization, and control and management of SG.
A mathematical model of power delivery system and bandwidth
are also reviewed in this work. The work in [8] provides the cur-
rent status of SG communications, specifically research chal-
lenges, standardization, and industry perspectives. The authors
focus on the challenges that must be addressed for fully robust,
secure, and functional SG networks together with their view
for applying some existing networking technologies to solve
energy management problems. The work in [4] provides a sur-
vey on three major systems of the SG, namely the smart infras-
tructure system, the smart management system, and the smart
protection system. For each major system, the authors provide
potential research directions. Each major system is divided fur-
ther into subsystems and the classification of the related work
pertaining to each subsystem is also provided. Its focus is more
on the industrial perspective and standardization in terms of the
used technologies for all aspects of the SG. Finally, [3] in a
comprehensive survey summarizes the current state of research
efforts on the communications architectures for the SG includ-
ing the network architecture, technologies, functions, require-
ments, and research challenges. This is more like an introduc-
tion to the SG notation, devices, and applications and with a
primary focus on reliable and secure communications.

As summarized above, none of these survey-like papers
focus on the theoretical and practical challenges of routing
functionality and protocols by considering HANs, NANs and
WANs. While some of them can be complementary to our study
by providing background on the notation and underlying com-
munications architectures, our survey is distinct and unique in

Figure 2: Envisioned SG Communications Network along with the Grid Com-
ponents.

the sense that it is specific to network layer and differentiates
the approaches based on the underlying network.

4. Routing on Smart Grid

Routing on the SG is to be performed on its communications
network among various parties such as customer premises, utili-
ties, control centers, substations and mobile workforce. In order
to understand the routing problem and challenges, we first need
to understand the communications network along with the pos-
sible applications that will be utilizing different portions of the
communications network. In this section, we describe the un-
derlying communications network in details and then identify
the design issues for routing in this communications network.

4.1. Smart Grid Communications Network

We refer to the communications infrastructure of the current
power grid as the Communications Network. The electric power
grid has employed a communications network to support its op-
erations. This communications network uses a variety of com-
munications technologies, ranging from wired, such as copper
cables, optical fiber, power line carrier, to wireless networks.
The crucial component for communications is between control
centers and individual substations.

However, the existing communications network is inade-
quate, inflexible, and expensive. The inadequacy stems from
several factors: First, the existing communications network
only covers generation and transmission segments. It does not
cover the distribution side where the major changes are ex-
pected to occur. Second, the capacity and speed of the installed
communications network are inadequate to accommodate the
future capacity growth and speed requirements of SG applica-
tions. Third, performing modifications to the existing network
is difficult and cumbersome. The addition of new participants
may require additional communications network installations
or modifying the existing applications to accommodate these
participants. This is not only expensive in terms of design, hard-
ware, and programming costs, but also it may increase latency
for data delivery [9]. Therefore, a new extended communica-
tions network is needed to support a wide range of applications
as well as to meet the future demand.
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Figure 3: Smart Grid multi-tier communications network.

As a result, an integrated communications network is added
to the electric power grid to control and enable a reliable and
safe operation of bi-directional electric power grid. This in-
tegrated communications network covers the whole electric
power grid, from generation to distribution as shown in Fig.
2.

SG will not use just one type of communications network.
There is not a single solution or a representative network for
the SG as each utility will have different topographies, regula-
tory regimes, and legacy communications systems. SG is ex-
pected to be a multi-tier network supported by a hybrid mesh
of different communications technologies to provide efficient
and reliable access to grid components in diverse environments
[10] as illustrated in Fig. 3. Mainly, there will be three compo-
nents of this multi-tier network which can be deploying a vari-
ety of communications networks, including wired and wireless,
licensed and unlicensed, private and commercial, fixed and mo-
bile, narrow-band and broadband.

4.1.1. Home Area Network (HAN)
HAN is located in the customer domain and provides ac-

cess to in-home appliances. Every home device will send their
power readings over this network to the home meter or gate-
way outside the house for AMI application. HAN also enables
home automation networks for monitoring and control appli-
cations for user comfort, efficient home management, and DR
application.

Home automation networks consist of various sensors and
actuators to perform a variety of applications [6], such as light
control, remote control, smart energy, remote care, and security
and safety. For instance, light control application enables lights
to be controlled from any switch or activated by remote control
or turned on/off automatically based on sensors information or
DR request from the utility company. Building/Business Area
Network (BAN) is used to refer to similar networks when im-
plemented in businesses, and Industrial Area Network (IAN)
when applied to an industrial setting.

The wireless communications in HAN/BAN/IAN is pre-
ferred over wired since it allows flexible addition and removal
of devices and reduces installation costs. Furthermore, the
sheer volume of home automation networks with high node

density may make wired approaches impractical. However, the
wireless solution is operated in a multipath environment due to
the presence of reflective surfaces at home and subject to inter-
ference since there are a variety wireless device deployments
at home, from cordless phones to microwave ovens, to WLAN,
etc.

The data generated from each in-home appliance and the
communications requirements of each appliance in HAN may
differ. In [11], appliances are classified into four groups based
on their communications needs.

Small load appliances form the first group, such as light
bulbs, phone charger, and laptop computer. Managing these ap-
pliances will not have a significant reduction on the total load
profile. Control centers only need simple information, such as
when they are connected or disconnected. Hence minimal com-
munications from this group to the control center is adequate.
The second group is uncontrollable large load appliances, such
as a stove. A stove is used whenever needed and hence it cannot
be controlled. This group also requires minimal communica-
tions to the control center. The third group is controllable large
load appliances, such as air conditioners, washers, and dryers.
Control centers require detailed information from this group,
such as the expected load, duration of usage, and duration of
availability from the appliance. Unlike the previous categories,
these appliances require an acknowledgment from the control
center to begin the operation. Hence, this group requires exten-
sive communications between the appliances and control cen-
ter. The last group is Electric Vehicles (EVs). EVs require very
large loads and hence managing their charging time in advance
is very important. This group also requires extensive commu-
nications between EVs and control center.

Typical coverage for this type of network is expected to be in
the order of thousands of square feet. The data rate is expected
to be low, typically around 1-10 Kbps. Possible protocols for
HAN include open wireless standards, such as IEEE 802.15.4
and IEEE 802.11, and proprietary wireless stacks, such as Z-
Wave, or Powerline Communications (PLC) such as HomePlug.

4.1.2. Neighborhood Area Network (NAN)
NAN connects smart meters to local access points for AMI

applications. This can be a network of smart meters creating
a mesh, as well as part of a mesh network, which consists of
smart meters and some gateways to relay data. The version
of this network which is deployed to collect data from power
lines, mobile workforce, towers, etc. for power grid monitoring
is referred to as Field Area Network (FAN). In this paper, we
will use NANs to refer to both types of networks. Coverage of a
NAN would be around 1-10 square miles. The data rate would
be higher than that of HANs, approximately around 10-1000
Kbps. The place of NANs in the SG Communications network
can be seen in Fig. 3.

Possible protocols/standards for NANs would be based on
both wireless and wired technologies. On the wireless side,
IEEE 802.11s, RF Mesh [12], Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) and cellular standards, such as
3G, 4G, and LTE, are some of the stronger candidates. On
the wired side, Ethernet, Powerline Communications (PLC) or
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Data over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) are
possible options to use.

As can be seen from the previous discussions, there are sev-
eral options to implement these networks and often there is no
SG-specific standard in the definition of these networks. In
some cases, these networks can also serve as part of a larger
distribution network or there may be a single network covering
both NAN and FAN at the same time. Depending on the un-
derlying technology, the network architecture in NAN can be
using multiple hops or a single hop approach. For instance, use
of WiMAX will imply that the data from smart meters can be
relayed directly to the operations control center or to a Back-
haul network. In this case, one can assume that either each
smart meter will have a WiMAX radio or they will send their
readings to a gateway (via IEEE 802.11 or 802.15.4 standards)
which has a WiMAX radio. However, in case of an RF Mesh
solution, the data may travel multiple gateways before reaching
the Backhaul network.

4.1.3. Wide Area Network (WAN)
WAN provides communications link between the grid and

core utility systems. WAN comprises two types of networks:
Core and Backhaul. While the Core Network is used to connect
metro network of the utility and substations, the Backhaul Net-
work is used to connect NAN to the core network. The cover-
age of this network would be in the order of thousands of square
miles while the data rates would be between 10-100 Mbps.

Underlying technologies may significantly vary based on the
implementation. As far as the wireless technologies are con-
cerned, similar protocols (e.g., WiMAX, 3GPP, RF Mesh) men-
tioned in NAN could be used for wide area access in the Back-
haul Network. In fact, this Backhaul Network can be consid-
ered as part of the NANs. For wired options, DSL or Passive
Optical Networks (PONs) can be used. Metro Ethernet for the
Core Network can be implemented with some wired technolo-
gies such as Internet Protocol/Multi Protocol Label switching
(IP/MPLS) and fiber (SONET).

4.2. SG Applications on the Communications Network

There are a lot of applications such as Demand Response or
Grid Monitoring which can utilize either HAN, NAN or WAN
or a combination of these as seen in Fig. 4. In its report in [13],
the US Department of Energy (DOE) determines that most, if
not all, applications in SG can be classified into six functional
categories as explained in the following subsections. These ap-
plications are expected to have high security, high reliability,
and various QoS requirements such as bandwidth and latency
as shown in Table 1. While some of these requirements can be
addressed at the routing layer of HANs/NANs/WANs alone, it
is quite likely that cross-layer approaches may improve the per-
formance. In any case, design of routing protocols is crucial in
meeting most of the requirements of the applications.

4.2.1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is designed to col-

lect, measure, and analyze energy consumption data of cus-
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Figure 4: Multi-tier Smart Grid Communications Network with HANs, NANs
and WANs.

tomers through smart meters in order to pave the way for dy-
namic and automatic electricity pricing. Given that AMI data
travels from the appliances to the utility data center, it is one of
the unique applications of the SG whose data spans all the sec-
tions of the SG, such as HANs, NANs and WANs. Typically,
appliances report to a smart meter, smart meters report to a data
aggregation point such as a gateway in distribution substation
and the aggregation point relays this data to the utility center
through the core backbone.

AMI data is the most fundamental and crucial part of the SG
traversing every portion of the SG communications network in
two-ways. Thus, AMI is one of the most challenging applica-
tions in terms of establishing the routes from appliances to the
utility.

4.2.2. Demand Response
Demand Response (DR) is introduced in response to the sea-

sonal variations of electricity demand in an effort to smoothen
the traffic. DR programs that are bundled with price options
give customers incentives to reduce their electric consumption
in response to system overloads. In this way, both utility and
customer get the benefits. The utility company can control
the peak power conditions on the grid by shifting consumption
time and hence reducing the probability of system failure and
lowering the cost. The customers, on the other hand, may get
price incentives for their power consumption. DR uses the AMI
infrastructure to implement its functionalities, such as to per-
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Table 1: SG Application and Network Requirements [13].
Network Requirements

Application Bandwidth Latency
AMI 10-100 kbps/ node, 500 kbps backhaul 2-15 sec
Demand Response 14-100 kbps per node/device 500 ms - several minutes
Wide Area Situation Awareness 600-1500 kbps 20 - 200 ms
Distributed Energy Resources and Storage 9.6 - 56 kbps 20 ms - 15 s
Electric Transportation 9.6 - 56 kbps, 100 kbps is a good target 2s - 5 min
Distribution Grid Management 9.6 - 100 kbps 100 ms - 2 sec

suade customers to be more energy conscious. Thereby, utility
companies will be able to control customers’ non-essential load
by turning on/off/up/down appliances. Obviously, this will be
based on a prior agreement between the customer and utility
company. Similar to AMI, DR also utilizes HAN, NAN and
WAN in both ways and thus adds more traffic to the SG com-
munications.

4.2.3. Wide Area Situational Awareness
Wide Area Situational Awareness (WASA) uses various tech-

nologies that support near real-time monitoring of the power
grid across large geographic areas. Very high frequency of mas-
sive amount of information in the order of milliseconds about
the current state of the power grid are collected from the trans-
mission networks and electric substations. The gathered infor-
mation are used to optimize the performance of the grid compo-
nents as well as to provide a more timely prevention when prob-
lems are detected to avoid power grid disruption. Based on the
purpose of the information usage, WASA can be divided fur-
ther into Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS), Wide Area
Control Systems (WACS), and Wide Area Protection Systems
(WAPS). WACS and WAPS require high bandwidth to meet
the timing requirements. The data typically travels through the
NAN and WAN.

4.2.4. Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and Storage
In the SG, the electricity supplier will not only comprise

of Bulk Generation, but also miscellaneous Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) which reside at the Transmission, Distribu-
tion, or even at the end-user systems. These DERs will be inte-
grated into power systems and complement the centralized Bulk
Generation. In addition, the presence of DERs is expected to
enable many new features. The need for energy storage arises
in order to store the surplus of electricity at a given time for
distribution thereafter or to compensate the energy generation
fluctuations from renewable sources such as wind and solar.
In turn, both energy storage and DERs at end-users systems
enable active participation of the end-users in making power
supply-demand decisions. Excessive electricity supply can be
used as backup sources at the time of power disturbances or to
support the Demand Response changes, or sell them to the elec-
tricity market. To coordinate such DER activities, an effective
communications infrastructure is needed at the NAN and, quite
possibly, HAN levels.

4.2.5. Electric Transportation

Electric transportation, via either fully Plug-in Electric Vehi-
cles (PEV) or Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), are ex-
pected to enhance or even replace the traditional transportation
that uses fossil fuels. Instead of using fossil fuels, an Electric
Vehicle (EV) uses one or more electric motors which are pow-
ered by a rechargeable electric storage. To recharge the electric
storage of an EV, the electric storage is connected to the SG
and the electric power flows from the SG to the electric stor-
age of the EV. This is known as Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) flow
and may occur at home or in public charging facilities. It is
envisaged that most charging processes take place at the public
charging facilities rather than at homes and almost simultane-
ously (e.g., in the morning after the owners arrive at their of-
fices) [14]. Hence, the aggregate load of G2V at a given time
may create a new peak power demand in addition to the existing
peak power demand. On the other hand, EVs also introduce a
new functionality as a power storage that can be used to reduce
the peak demand when needed. This is known as Vehicle-to-
Grid (V2G) flow. In V2G, an EV connects to the SG and feeds
the electric power back from its power storage to the SG. Hence
two-way flow of electric power occurs between EVs and the
SG. In order to make such an exchange possible, intensive data
communications between EVs and the SG is required (e.g., for
charging the user and for assessing the peak demands). Since
the communications occur when EVs are parked and connected
to the SG, this connection point can be HAN or NAN.

4.2.6. Distributed Grid Management

Distribution Grid Management consists of various SG au-
tomation technologies for real-time information and remotely
control devices in the grid. Some examples are Distribution
automation, substation automation, fleet management by auto-
matic vehicle location (AVL), and video surveillance. Distri-
bution Automation (DA) operates on the distribution substation
and utilizes an automated decision-making to provide more ef-
fective fault detection, isolation, and restoration. Substation
automation is achieved through SCADA to control and moni-
tor the grid. AVL is used for tracking and directing the mo-
bile workforce to the location that needs to be repaired. Video
surveillance is used to monitor the critical SG assets. The col-
lected data in these applications will be directly connected to
the WAN through a LAN or Fiber optics communications.
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4.3. Routing Design Issues for Smart Grid
In this subsection, we provide a summary of major issues that

may affect the design of the routing protocols for SG based on
the applications discussed above. For each issue, we discuss
how it relates to routing in the context of SG applications.

4.3.1. Node Heterogeneity
SG is conceived as a blend of communications technolo-

gies interconnecting various devices of different types, from
common networking technologies such as computers, routers,
switches to smart meters, home appliances, sensors, syn-
chrophasors, and EVs. The data generated from these nodes
will have different requirements in terms of routing and thus
this may lead to different type of service (ToS) requirements for
each type of data. Furthermore, each of these devices will have
different hardware restrictions in terms of CPU, memory, bat-
tery or storage and thus routing protocol should consider these
resource requirements as well. In addition to common resource
variations such as in computation capability, storage capacity,
and energy supply; a node in SG could be equipped with mul-
tiple interfaces instead of a single interface in order to exploit
heterogeneous communications technology environments (i.e.,
multiple radios, channels). Such additional interface will af-
fect the design of the routing protocol by providing alternative
routes. These issues can be addressed by clustering the similar
devices under a network and using different standards/protocols
based on the cluster’s needs. This is also related to interoper-
ability which is discussed next.

4.3.2. Interoperability
The nodes and networks in SG may be owned and managed

by different entities. To prevent large-scale blackouts and cas-
cading failures, these utilities need to be able to route infor-
mation among each other. Therefore, interoperability, the ca-
pability among different systems to exchange and use infor-
mation securely, efficiently, and easily, is very important in a
complex system such as the SG. The components of each of
these different systems will need a way to communicate with
each other independent from the physical medium used, type
of devices, and manufacturers. One of the solutions typically
employed currently is to deploy gateway nodes at certain edges
of the communications network which can communicate with
different entities via multiple interfaces. Gateway nodes will
be able to recognize different protocols to provide interoper-
ability among different components. However, it may not be
possible to deploy such gateway nodes in every part of the net-
works. In addition, with the increasing variety of application,
interoperability requirements may force researchers to come up
with standard protocols that can be deployed in HANs, NANs
and maybe WANs without any bridge device such as a gateway.
This leads the routing design to consider standardization for the
used hardware as well as used addressing architectures (e.g.,
IPv6 can be used in all devices to provide interoperability).

4.3.3. Node Placement
The network topology in SG HANs, NANs and WANs is

formed based on the nodes placement and their transmission

range. Given that most of the nodes such as smart meters,
sensors and gateways are fixed and deployed at specific loca-
tions across large geographic areas with varying density and
transmission ranges, HANs, NANs or WANs will have a wide
variety of possible network topologies. The decision for data
collector or sensor location in a NAN may affect the routing
performance based on the signal quality, dynamically created
links or interference from within or outside the SG communi-
cations network. For instance, in a HAN used for AMI appli-
cations, some bottleneck nodes may exist due to poor links and
no other nodes may be available as alternative routes [15]. Fur-
thermore, the collisions can be high at the data collector and its
nearest nodes since all packets are forwarded into the direction
of the collector. Therefore, the additional relay nodes would
be needed which may require significant updates to the rout-
ing protocol to be used. The issue of node deployment plays a
significant role when sensors are deployed for monitoring the
SG devices. Careful planning of node placement may help al-
leviate some problems of routing in terms of interference and
reliability. The addition or removal of new nodes should also
be considered by the routing protocols to update the existing
routes.

4.3.4. Network Dynamics
Most of nodes in SG are static. However, electric vehi-

cles, mobile workforce and some nodes in the Distribution Grid
Management application are considered mobile. Mobile nodes
introduce new challenges regarding the handling of mobility
and tractability of the nodes which can affect the routing proto-
col.

A good example for mobility is the involvement of mobile
workforce in the SG. While on the way, the mobile work-
force may perform a machine-to-machine communications to
the sensors at the faulty location for online diagnostics. Sensor
could be part of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and they
can communicate with mobile workforce devices via another
network. In this case, routing message from and to the mo-
bile workforce vehicle is more challenging since route stability
becomes an important issue. Efficient routing with relatively
low latency, high reliability, high security and support for mo-
bility is required for this application. In addition, the network
topology may change over time due to link and node failures,
intra-network interference, as well as interference from the SG.

Tracking the vehicles could be another application where the
field vehicle is being tracked and directed to the faulty SG lo-
cation. The tracking information for the vehicles needs to be
routed via the communications network of the SG. For instance
a fleet management approach as in [13] could be followed to
route the tracking information.

4.3.5. Security and Privacy
Security as a major requirement covers all aspects of the SG,

from physical devices to routing protocol operations to ensure
the availability and reliability of the whole network. Many end-
point devices in power transmission and distribution networks,
and power generation networks are located in an open, poten-
tially insecure environment which makes them prone to mali-
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cious physical attacks. These devices must be protected prop-
erly against unauthorized access such as modifying the routing
table or some network information stored in the compromised
device. These actions as well as spoofing, altering or replay-
ing routing information during information exchange between
nodes are examples of attacks against routing protocols.

Another major concern in the routing would be the privacy of
the power data. Many customers would be reluctant to expose
their power usage data (as well as the electric vehicle locations)
and thus confidentiality and anonymity should be provided at
all times. This may require additional mechanisms other than
confidentiality when routing the data. For instance, if the cus-
tomers may not even trust the utility company, the usage data
may need to be routed to a third-party escrow service to pro-
vide the billing service. Non-repudiation is also required in
some electricity transaction applications such as in the future
electricity trade-market, and electric vehicle’s power usage in
public or private charging stations.

As a result, routing protocols should be designed by taking
into account the security and privacy requirements of the spe-
cific SG applications considered. Wherever needed, confiden-
tiality, integrity, authentication, and data validation should be
provided as part of the routing process.

4.3.6. Quality of Service (QoS)
QoS, a guarantee by the network to provide certain perfor-

mance in terms of bandwidth, reliability, delay, and jitter, etc.,
is also important in the SG. SG applications require QoS to pro-
vide high reliability and availability, especially for system con-
trol and situational awareness. For instance, the information
concerning power networks incidents or disturbances, pricing
of electricity, electricity load balancing, and electricity genera-
tion failures need to be delivered in real-time or near real time.
The video surveillance for securing critical assets requires a
high bandwidth. The power consumption data from each house-
hold can be generated at different pace and size. Billing appli-
cation requires low frequency data reporting (weekly/monthly)
and an aggregation of appliance-level data while demand re-
sponse and managing load applications require much higher
frequency (seconds/minutes/hours) of power consumption data
reporting for more accurate information.

Besides the application, there are challenges that arise from
the underlying low level protocols. Due to the specific features
of their access and physical layers, different wireless communi-
cations technologies usually provide diverse QoS which impact
the performance of routing protocol [16]. For example, IEEE
802.11 wireless LAN offers relatively high bit rate but the ser-
vice is best effort since the access to medium is based on carrier
sensing and random access. On the other hand, cellular net-
works offer better coverage and stability but at the lower data
rates.

To provide QoS at the network layer in the SG, all QoS re-
quirements from the application as well as the heterogeneity
of the network with various resource constraints and underly-
ing communications technologies should be considered. This
is sometimes referred to as cross-layer design where one takes

into account the constraints from application, MAC and phys-
ical layers when designing the routing protocol. QoS routing
will not only consider finding a path to the destination but also
ensure certain characteristics on such a path.

4.3.7. Scalability
Routing scalability or the ability to provide an acceptable

level of service even with a sheer number of nodes is very
crucial for the SG. Millions of smart meters will be attached
to communications network to deliver power usage data from
each household to utility companies. Nonetheless, the num-
ber of nodes connected to the network at a certain location
would vary depending on the population density in that area.
For instance, while urban areas will have a high density of cus-
tomers, rural areas will be sparsely distributed with low number
of customers. Therefore, any proposed routing protocol for the
SG should be able to scale under a variety of use cases with
their distinct operational requirements. Route discovery, main-
tenance and key distribution in case of secure routing will grow
rapidly with the network size. This design issue may signif-
icantly affect the way the routing protocols are designed de-
pending on the application and underlying network and the link
metrics used.

5. Routing Protocol Classification in SG Communications

As noted before, in this paper, we survey the existing rout-
ing protocols for SG communications based on the correspond-
ing network, namely HANs, NANs and WANs under a separate
section. Before moving into the details of the proposed routing
protocols, we first provide a classification of these protocols
based on some criteria.

Our criterion is the underlying communications used for
routing. There are mainly two technologies used: wired and
wireless communications. While wireless communications
refers to several options such as IEEE 802.11-based Wireless
Mesh Networks (WMN), RF Mesh, WiMAX, 3G, 4G or LTE,
wired communications refers specifically to power line com-
munications (PLC) which uses the existing powerline for data
communications. Other wired technologies, such as Ethernet
and Fiber, are not included since they are special technologies
that are not introducing routing issues.

PLC has been used to control power distribution networks for
more than a half century [17]. It offers several benefits due to
the use of the existing powerline for data communications: PLC
has low deployment cost, is able to reach a remote and isolated
node as long as it is connected to the powerline, owned by the
utility company itself and hence provides a certain level of se-
curity, and does not need redundant communications channel
as in wireless communications. Due to these benefits, various
proposed applications of PLC, specifically for home automation
and SG, are found in the literature [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Note
that PLC also has specific behaviors that need to be addressed.
Abrupt changes frequently occur during the normal operation
when a node is turned on/off. The on/off of a node alters the
impedance of the powerline and hence creates unbalance be-
tween transmitter, receiver and powerline. Such alterations not
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Figure 5: Routing protocol classification in SG Communications.

only influence the associated node but also affect the commu-
nications channel of the neighborhood around that node. And
thus, asymmetric links between nodes occur. Therefore, relia-
bility, connectivity, and response time are the main issues that
need to be addressed in PLC networks.

Among the options for wireless communications, we focus
on WMNs as for the others the communications is single-hop
from the sources to the utility and thus routing is not an issue.
WMNs are communications networks made up of radio nodes
(e.g., home appliances, smart meters or gateways) organized in
a mesh topology [24, 25]. The goal is to relay the data via this
mesh network in multiple hops before it connects with the WAN
or the utility. One nice issue here is to be able to utilize the
existing smart meters as the relay nodes and thus provide a great
coverage without depending on other network providers. There
has been a great interest from the research community recently
on mesh-based HAN and NAN implementations and thus many
routing protocols have been proposed. In this respect, ZigBee
[24] has been one of the widely used standards in HANs while
IEEE 802.11s [26] has been the promoted standard in NANs.

We classify the protocols for HANs based on the underlying
network using wireless communication, PLC or a combination
of these. Specifically, three classes of routing protocols exist
in HANs: 1) Routing in Wireless HANs; 2) Routing in PLC
HANs; and 3) Routing on Hybrid HANs.

This criterion can also be applied to NANs. However, there
is another criteria in NANs. This criterion is the goal of the
routing protocol which considers reliability, security and QoS
as the performance metrics. Thus, in addition to the underlying
communication use for routing criteria, we have three classes
of protocols. Nonetheless, PLC-based approaches focus solely
on reliability metric and we currently do not have any security
or QoS-based routing under PLC. Therefore, we will consider
four classes: 1) Reliable Routing in Wireless NANs; 2) Reliable

Routing in PLC NANs; 3) Secure Routing in Wireless NANs;
and 4) QoS Routing in Wireless NANs. Fig. 5 represents these
graphically.

6. Routing Protocols for HANs

There are several protocols that have been recommended for
HAN communications. These are mainly based on wireless
communications, some of which are open standards. Open
standards are mostly built on IEEE 802.15.4 standard such
as ZigBee, WirelessHART, and ISA100.11a. There are also
a number of proprietary protocols such as Z-Wave [27], IN-
STEON [28] [29], and Wavenis [30]. On the wired side,
HomePlug is the leading standard for PLC. Recently, a num-
ber of studies have targeted the design and implementation
of these protocols along with their comparisons and analysis
[6, 29, 31, 32, 19, 33, 34, 35].

In what follows, we provide a review of routing protocols
under three categories in separate subsections: wireless HANs,
PLC HANs and Heterogeneous HANs. At the end, we also
provide a comparative summary of the major protocols.

6.1. Routing Protocol for Wireless HANs

6.1.1. ZigBee Routing Protocol
ZigBee is a standard developed by ZigBee Alliance and rec-

ommended as the common choice for HAN implementations
[24]. ZigBee builds its network layer and application layer on
top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. It has three types of de-
vices: ZigBee coordinator, router, and end device. While both
ZigBee coordinator and router are IEEE 802.15.4 Full Function
Devices (FFDs) that have the ability to route packets, an end de-
vice is an IEEE 802.15.4 Reduced Function Device (RFD) that
has a limited function and acts as a leaf node in the network. As
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shown in Fig. 6, ZigBee supports three types of network topol-
ogy: star, tree, and mesh. Star topology is a one-hop topology
from end devices to a router or a ZigBee coordinator while tree
and mesh topology support multi-hop communications. Only
one ZigBee coordinator is allowed in a tree topology or mesh
topology to manage the whole network.

End device
Router

Coordinator

Star link

mesh link

mesh link, delete this link create tree topology

Figure 6: ZigBee network topology.

Routing in a ZigBee network depends on the network topol-
ogy. ZigBee network layer provides three routing protocols [6]:
(1) tree routing rooted at the ZigBee coordinator for data col-
lection, (2) on demand mesh routing; and (3) source routing for
the sink node to reply back to the end device in many-to-one
communication. However, the supported number of hops for
each routing is limited to 10, 30, and 5 hops, respectively.

Tree routing rooted at the ZigBee coordinator is a proactive
routing based on the parent-child relationships established dur-
ing the network formation phase. Firstly, the ZigBee coordina-
tor defines the maximum number of routers and end devices per
router, and the maximum depth of the network tree. Based on
these three parameters, ZigBee network layer performs hierar-
chical distributed address assignment in which 16-bit network
address space is divided by the ZigBee coordinator to its chil-
dren using the following recurrence [36] :

A(d) =

{
1 + Dm + Rm i f d = Lm − 1
1 + Dm + Rm × A(d + 1) i f 0 ≤ d < Lm − 1 (1)

where A(d) is the number of addresses allocated at the tree
depth d, Rm is the maximum number of routers connected to a
router, Dm is the maximum number of end devices per router,
and Lm is the maximum depth of the network tree. The coor-
dinator and routers always take the first address of the address
space while end devices take the last Dm addresses of the ad-
dress space. For instance, Fig. 7 shows the address assignment
for the tree topology from Fig. 6 with Rm = 5, Dm = 6, and Lm

= 3. Based on the Equation 1, the total required addresses for
these parameters is 242 addresses. As seen in Fig. 7 the address
starts from 0 (taken by the coordinator) and the address space
is represented in a square bracket (e.g.,[0-241]. A maximum of
five routers and six end devices is allowed to connect to the co-
ordinator and hence addresses [1-235] are allocated further for
routers and addresses [236-241] are allocated for end devices.
At the tree depth=1, the total number of required addresses is 67

addresses, and hence the three routers have the address spaces
allocation of [1-67], [68-134] and [135-201] subsequently. At
the tree-depth 2, the total number of required addresses is 12
addresses. The first address is always for the parent router, the
next five addresses are for routers, and the last six addresses are
for end devices.

1
 d = 1

 d = 2

 d = 3

[0-241]
0

[1-67]

[68-134][69-80]

[135-201]

[136-147] [148-159]

[160-171]

[172-183]

[184-195]
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136

148

6869

160
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184
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168
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64

63

62

70

71

72

73 161

Figure 7: Address assignment for Fig. 6.

When a device (either a router or an end device) joins a par-
ent node during the network formation, the parent node will
provide an address to this node from its address pool. Since
every router knows its address space, each router can easily de-
termine whether the destination belongs to one of its children
or not.

On the other hand, on-demand mesh routing is based on route
discovery mechanism from Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vec-
tor (AODV) [37]. Routes are established and stored in the
routing tables through Path Request and Path Reply messages
where the originating device broadcasts Path Request and the
destination device replies with a Path Reply message. When
the originating device is unable to find the route to destination
in its routing table and also is unable to initiate route discovery,
tree routing is used as a last resort.

However, these two routing protocols have scalability issues.
Even though the address assignment can allow relatively sim-
ple routing algorithms, it may cause address exhaustion as the
tree depth exceeds the pre-defined tree depth (e.g., for router
with address 161 as in Fig. 7). Furthermore, changes to the tree
topology may require re-addressing for most of the nodes if not
for all the network. Another scalability issue is on many-to-one
communications in which many end devices are communicat-
ing with a sink node. The routing table of routers near this sink
node will have many route entries and may overflow due to the
limited memory capacity of routers. To address these issues, the
newer version of ZigBee called ZigBee Pro provides stochastic
addressing mechanism and route aggregation. In the stochastic
addressing mechanism, new end-devices are allowed to choose
an address at random when they are joining the network. If
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there is a collision in which two end-devices pick the same ad-
dress, ZigBee Pro has an address conflict resolution mechanism
utilizing the unique MAC address of each node.

In source routing, instead of each end device broadcasting a
route request to the same sink node, the sink node broadcasts
a single route request and every router in the network records
the sink node in its routing table as the destination. Then, when
the end devices send data to the sink node, a reverse source
route is built up in the packet. In this way, the sink node can
immediately reply to the end device either saving or without
saving the route to the routing table.

While ZigBee routing is envisioned for home automation
applications, its use in apartments/multi-story office buildings
maybe an issue regarding the addressing mechanism and inter-
ference. The need for gateways to provide relaying to the smart
meters that are typically situated in the basements of such build-
ings is another issue.

6.1.2. IPv6 as the Routing Protocol: 6LowPAN
6LowPAN is an acronym of IPv6 over Low-power Wireless

Personal Area Networks (WPANs). 6LowPAN builds an adap-
tation layer between MAC layer and network layer to enable the
transmission of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 [6] through:
(1) fragmentation due to the different size of IPv6 packet (1280
bytes) and IEEE 802.15.4 frame size (127 bytes); (2) header
compression from 40 bytes of IPv6 header to 2 bytes; (3) IPv6
address auto-configuration; and (4) IPv6 neighbor discovery for
LowPANs. 6LowPAN has two categories of routing based on
which layer the routing decision is done: (1) the mesh-under or
layer 2 mesh where the routing decision is taken at the adapta-
tion layer; and (2) the route-over or layer 3 routing where the
routing decision is taken at the network layer. As shown in Fig.
8a, routing and forwarding in the mesh-under are performed at
the link layer. A single IP hop will consist of multiple link layer
hops. On the other hand, routing and forwarding in the route-
over are performed at the network layer and each link layer hop
is an IP hop as shown in Fig. 8b. For instance, Routing Proto-
col for Low power and lossy networks (RPL) [38] which will be
discussed in the next section for NANs, is a candidate protocol
for the route-over routing and can be used in HANs as well as
NANs.

6LowPAN provides great advantages in terms of interoper-
ability which have been mentioned in the previous subsection.
For instance, in [32], 6LowPAN is used to provide end-to-end
interoperability and QoS guarantees between ZigBee network
(i.e., a HAN) and a BAN through a dual-stack gateway router.
This gateway router performs QoS classification and packet ag-
gregation on ZigBee application layer packets before tunneling
them to the BAN server over 802.11 links.

Nonetheless, 6LowPAN has several issues to be addressed:
Secure neighbor discovery (i.e., determining the IPv6 network
prefix, local routers, and other network configuration parame-
ters), service discovery (i.e., automatically locating other sen-
sors/nodes and controllers and available higher layer services)
and application of IPsec to the small home devices.
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Figure 8: Mesh-under and route-over comparison [6].

6.1.3. WirelessHART Routing Protocol
WirelessHART is a technology which is commonly used for

industrial real-time applications [39] [40] and is suitable for ap-
plications in the electric power system such as in a substation
or a generation plant [24]. It is in fact a centralized wireless
network that uses a central network manager to provide static
routing and communications schedules. It uses graph routing
(explained below) to route messages and source routing for
network diagnostics. WirelessHART builds its physical layer
based on IEEE 802.15.4-2006 and specifies the Data Link, Net-
work, Transport and Application layers.

The network manager in WirelessHART maintains a com-
plete list of all devices and has full knowledge of the network
topology. It gets this information from each network device
by pulling the neighbor tables from each network device. This
neighbor table contains a list of all devices that a network de-
vice can connect to. Based on this information, the network
manager has a collection of non-unique graph routes that might
overlap. Each graph route is associated with a unique graph ID.
Fig. 9 shows an example of a network topology that has two
graph IDs: graph ID 1 and graph ID 2. Node 1 sends packets
to node 3 using graph ID 2, either through node 2 (i.e., graph
route 1-2-3) or directly to node 3 (i.e, graph route 1-3). Simi-
larly, node 1 sends packets to node 5 using graph ID 1 which has
several routes to node 5 (e.g., graph route 1-3-4-5, graph route
1-2-5, or graph route 1-2-3-4-5). These pre-determined paths
are then distributed to each network device. To send a packet,
the source device writes a specific graph ID (determined by the
destination) in the network header. All network devices on the
way to the destination must be pre-configured with graph infor-
mation that specifies the neighbors to which the packets may be
forwarded.

6.1.4. Enhanced Least-Hop First Routing
[41] proposes a routing mechanism which is the implementa-

tion of graph routing of WirelessHART called Enhanced Least-
Hop First Routing (ELHFR). ELHFR provides multipath to the
gateway. Based on the graph topology built by the network
manager, ELHFR uses Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm
to build the spanning tree of the graph topology rooted at the
gateway. In this way, every node in the spanning tree has a
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Figure 9: An example of graph routing.

single-path route with the least-hops to the gateway. To provide
multipath, ELHFR generates the sub-graph of each leaf node
on the spanning tree and use it as the redundant path. All the
paths in the sub-graph are given the same graph ID.

The network manager re-generates all the leaf nodes peri-
odically to maintain the routing information. However, peri-
odic route maintenance does not take into account the irregular
activities such as a node joining or leaving the network. For
these cases, the network manager provides a temporary solu-
tion (e.g., provides a single path for the new node) and informs
the affected nodes. Later, the periodic route maintenance will
provide the ultimate solution. On receiving data, intermediate
nodes examine the destination address and perform the follow-
ing forwarding action: They use source routing if the destina-
tion is not gateway and select the next hop neighbor from its
graph table. The simulation results show that the packet loss
ratio and throughput of ELHFR outperforms AODV [37] when
the number of nodes is greater than 30 nodes. However, the
end-to-end delay of both protocols does not differ significantly.

6.1.5. ISA 100.11a Routing Protocol
Similar to WirelessHART, ISA 100.11a is suitable for appli-

cations in the electric power system such as a substation or a
generation plant [24]. It builds the Data Link Layer, Network
Layer, Transport Layer, and Application layer; on top of the
Physical layer of IEEE 802.15.4-2006. ISA100.11a supports
two types of network topology: star and mesh. ISA100.11a
has routing mechanism at two different levels: (1) subnet-level
mesh routing, and (2) backbone-level routing. While subnet-
level mesh routing is performed at the data link layer, backbone-
level routing is performed at the network layer. At the subnet-
level, graph routing and source routing are used. However, the
details of backbone-level routing are not specified [33].

6.1.6. Disjoint Multi Path Routing Protocol
[31] proposes on-demand Disjoint Multi Path Routing Pro-

tocol (DMPR) for ZigBee-based home network control system
that uses Infrared (IR) and relay modules as the actuators. IR is
used to control TV, DVD and AC; while relay modules are used
to switch power on/off in electronic devices and control a motor.
DMPR is based on Kruskal’s algorithm, a greedy algorithm that
finds a minimum spanning tree of a connected weighted graph

by selecting a node which has the minimum energy so that the
total energy level of all the nodes is minimized. Source rout-
ing is employed during data forwarding so that the sink can use
the routing path list in the packet header to reply to the sender.
This protocol is geared to home automation in WPANs and its
applicability to SG has not been discussed. One possible appli-
cation for this protocol could be in Demand Response systems
for the utility company to turn on/off a device for energy saving
purposes.

6.1.7. Z-Wave Routing Protocol
Z-Wave is a proprietary technology developed by ZenSys and

intended for home control and automation [6] [27]. It consists
of a protocol stack with five layers: Physical, MAC, transfer,
routing, and application layer. Z-Wave has two basic types of
devices: Controller and Slave. Controller device can issue con-
trol commands while slave is an end device that executes com-
mands from the controller. Controllers are differentiated further
based on their functions in the network. A primary controller is
the only controller in Z-Wave mesh network that has the ability
to include or exclude devices in the network and hence it has the
latest network topology in its routing table. Other controllers
copy their information from the primary controller when they
join the network. Typical primary controllers are portable (e.g.,
a battery-operated remote control) while secondary controllers
are typically static and connected to a power source. Slave de-
vices may also forward a message if the received command
message requested them to do so. A special slave, called rout-
ing slave, is allowed to send messages to other nodes without
being requested to do so. This slave has predefined static routes
to some nodes when it joins the network.

Z-Wave employs source routing mechanism at the routing
layer. The controller that initiates the message stores a com-
plete route of up to four hops to destination in the frame. Every
intermediate node forwards the message according to this route.
In case of portable controller, it will try to reach the destination
directly first (i.e., no routing) before trying to determine its po-
sition and finding a node that can be used as a starting point for
repeating a frame. Based on this starting node, it calculates the
shortest route to the destination, and puts a complete route in
the frame.

6.2. Routing Protocol for PLC HANs
PLC has two different classes based on their operating fre-

quency and data rate: Broadband (BB) PLC and Narrowband
(NB) PLC. While BB PLC, standardized as IEEE 1901, was
approved in 2010, NB PLC standard is currently under devel-
opment by the IEEE P1901.2 working group. Our focus is NB
PLC since BB PLC does not need to employ routing.

An example of NB PLC routing is given in [18]. The authors
propose an Adaptive Channel State Routing (ACSR) algorithm
that tracks the variation of the PLC network topology to find a
reliable path. ACSR is based on shortest path routing. It uses
Channel State Indicator (CSI) metric to measure the channel
stability between two nodes and distance metric to check node
reachability. Every node periodically sends a routing informa-
tion packet with a sequence number to their neighboring nodes.
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The CSI value is incremented whenever a node sequentially re-
ceives a routing information packet from a neighboring node
and otherwise decremented whenever the routing information
packet is not sequential due to a packet loss. A channel state
is stable if the CSI value is higher than a given threshold value
and unstable otherwise. When the path between two nodes is
symmetric and both nodes can perform direct exchange, the dis-
tance metric value is 1. Repeater nodes are required for packet
exchange when the distance value is greater than 1. An infinite
value of the distance metric shows asymmetric path or unknown
path between two nodes.

Due to the fact that every node may have a different size of
neighboring nodes, a probabilistic flooding is used when the
path between two nodes is unstable or unknown. The flood-
ing probability is determined by the node’s density around the
relaying node. A high probability is given for a light area.

The proposed routing protocol is compared with DSDV
(Destination Sequenced Distance Vector) [42], a shortest path
routing which is used for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs),
in a high Packet Error Rate (PER) testbed. In DSDV, each route
tagged with a sequence number to indicate the age of the route.
This sequence number is generated by the destination. A route
with higher sequence number is preferred for forwarding deci-
sion. If different routes have the same sequence number, the
route with a better metric is selected. In addition, DSDV guar-
antees loop-free routes for each destination. However as a dis-
tance vector routing, DSDV requires a periodic update of its
routing tables in addition to the trigger update due to topology
changes.

The experiments show that ACSR, compared to DSDV, has
a better throughput and shorter end-to-end delay. Furthermore,
ACSR also creates less network traffic than DSDV that uses a
simple flooding mechanism. However, the path set-up time of
ACSR is longer than DSDV since ACSR should wait until the
CSI value is above the threshold value before establishing the
path between two nodes.

6.3. Routing Protocol for Hybrid HANs

Hybrid approaches that combine wireless and PLC are pre-
ferred in home automation to provide path diversity and to in-
crease reliability. This section discusses these approaches.

6.3.1. INSTEON
INSTEON [28] [29] is a proprietary standard that provides a

hybrid mesh of RF and PLC for home automation. Every IN-
STEON device can be an RF-only device, a powerline-only de-
vice, or a hybrid RF-powerline device. Each type of device can
generate, receive and forward message. A mechanism called
“simulcast” is used to deliver a message from a sender to a re-
ceiver. When a sender generates a message, every neighbor
node within the range of the sender that receives the message,
simultaneously retransmits the message within a given times-
lot to enhance the signal strength. When a hybrid device re-
ceives a message and needs to transmit it again, the hybrid de-
vice retransmits the message via the alternate medium first be-
fore retransmiting it via the same medium. For instance, when

a hybrid device receives a message via powerline, it will first
retransmit it via RF and then retransmit the same message via
powerline in the next timeslot. In this way, path diversity can
be achieved. INSTEON uses two fields in its message to avoid
broadcast storms. The max hops field is used to configure the
maximum hop of the message. The maximum allowable hops
is 4 hops. The hop-left field is used for forwarding decision.
This hop-left field is similar to Time To Live (TTL) field of In-
ternet Protocol (IP). The message is retransmitted as long as the
hop-left value is greater than zero. Before, a node retransmits a
message, it decreases the hop-left value.

INSTEON is a proprietary technology which makes it diffi-
cult for academic community to engage in further research on
it.

6.3.2. Routing in PLC-ZigBee Network
In [19] a combined PLC and wireless communications for

home automation, specifically a backbone network of Home-
Plug Command and Control (HomePlug C&C) and ZigBee,
is proposed. Flooding and AODV routing protocols are inte-
grated to this network with some adaptations in the forwarding
mechanism. For flooding approach, each node forwards data
packets with a given sequence number only once, regardless
of the number of interfaces and underlying links. For AODV,
instead of broadcasting, nodes sequentially forward Route Re-
quest (RREQ) to destination nodes. Three routing strategies
are used to exploit the combined network: (1) Joint-path, (2)
Backbone-based, and (3) Dual-path.

Joint-path is the basic strategy and establishes joint routes
that may traverse both networks to reach destination nodes.
Backbone-based is built on joint-path but firstly selects pow-
erline to forward packets. Dual-path allows nodes to receive
packets either from a wireless path or a backbone-based path.
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), average end-to-end latency, en-
ergy cost, and network overhead are used to evaluate the per-
formance of the combined network. Simulation results show
that the PDR of dual-path and backbone-based strategy are bet-
ter than joint-path while flooding is better than AODV in term
of network energy cost, network overhead, and average latency.
The combined network also shows a lower network overhead
and higher PDR than a single wireless or wired network.

6.3.3. Routing in IPv6 RF-PLC Network
The work in [20] proposes hybrid IPv6 RF-PLC network ar-

chitecture in smart buildings. This architecture composed of
battery-operated RF-only nodes, PLC-only nodes, and RF-PLC
gateways. The RF-PLC gateway uses 6LowPAN route-over
protocol to provide interoperability between RF and PLC. The
routing protocol in 6LowPAN route-over is RPL and the routing
metric is a node’s energy estimation. The protocol selects the
less energy wasting path while Expected Transmission Count
(ETX) routing metric is used for a tie-breaker. RF-PLC gate-
ways are placed in such a way that every RF-only node could
reach a gateway in one hop to optimize the network lifetime of
the RF nodes. RF-only nodes send their packets to the nearest
RF-PLC gateway which then relays them to the PLC backbone.
PLC backbone is responsible for forwarding them to the base
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Figure 10: Example of RF-PLC network with one-hop to a gateway.

station as shown in Fig 10. Simulation results show that an
increase in the number of RF-PLC gateways improves the net-
work lifetime, decreases latency, and reduces packet loss.

6.4. Summary of Routing Protocols for HANs

In Table 2, we provide a summary of routing protocols for
HANs by specifying the associated MAC and adaptation layer
protocols. In particular, the used underlying MAC protocol af-
fects the design, cost and performance of routing protocols.

7. Routing Protocols for NANs

As previously discussed in Section 4.2, many applications of
SG utilize NAN. In particular AMI applications have received
the most attention from the research community so far. In such
applications, the routing protocols focus on data reporting from
the access point tier (i.e., Smart Meter) to the backhaul distribu-
tion tier (data collector) as shown in Fig. 4. However, depend-
ing on the used underlying communication, routing challenges
may differ. As previously mentioned in Section 5, we focus on
two network types that introduce routing issues: 1) WMN and;
2) PLC. Further, we classify the WMN-based routing protocols
into 3 categories based on the SG requirements: Reliable Rout-
ing [43] [44] [45] [46] [47], Secure Routing [48] [49] [50] [51]
[52], and QoS Routing protocols [53]. These classifications and
comparison of each routing protocol can be seen in Table 3. We
now look at each category in detail.

7.1. Reliable Routing in Wireless NANs

Frequent route breaks occur in a wireless mesh network be-
cause of fading effects and signal interference that make the
quality of wireless links unstable and time-variant. This is es-
pecially true for SG applications which are deployed in harsh
environments. To tackle this problem and improve the reliabil-
ity, three approaches were proposed for SG: 1) Utilizing mul-
tiple paths [43] [44] [46]; 2) Providing fast and effective path
repair mechanism while minimizing the control overhead using
ETX-based rank computation and reverse path recording mech-
anism [45]; and 3) The modification of cost metric calculation
and the use of route fluctuation prevention algorithm [47]. Note
that these techniques have already been used in several ad hoc
networks such as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and now

their applicability to a large-scale SG network are investigated
as detailed next.

7.1.1. Distributed Autonomous Depth-First Routing
Distributed Autonomous Depth-First Routing (DADR) [43]

is a proactive distance vector routing protocol without con-
trol messages for path maintenance or path repair. It uses
a lightweight control mechanism to provide at most k (when
available) possible paths for each destination and a Depth First
Search (DFS) guided by the routing table and backtracking
mechanism for path recovery after link failures. The routing ta-
ble is updated based on the information learned during data for-
warding, during periodic HELLO message exchanges among
neighboring nodes, or when the node receives a route poison-
ing message. A unique Frame ID (FID) is added to the packet
for loop detection. Each time a node forwards a packet, it stores
FID, previous sender and the next hop in the FID table. When
the node finds the FID of the received packet in its FID table,
i.e., loop is detected, then it generates a route poisoning mes-
sage to inform others that loop occurs and the path should be re-
moved from their routing tables. The FID table entry is deleted
when the FIDtimer related to that entry expires, assuming that
the packet has been delivered correctly. The link cost, i.e., data
forward ratio metric, is incremented when an acknowledgment
for each packet sent is received to reflect a more reliable link
and decremented otherwise.

The real deployment of DADR in a large-scale flat mesh net-
work of up to 1500 nodes in Japan as well as the software sim-
ulation of large-scale flat mesh network that consists of 2107
smart meters and 500 relay nodes show its scalability [43].
DADR reliability is also shown in a small-scale deployment in
either indoor or outdoor environment experiments. The indoor
experiment uses twelve nodes with IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
The outdoor experiment uses twenty nodes. In both environ-
ments, even when a central node where most of the routes to
the gateway pass through is taken out, the reliability slightly
declines before it goes back to 100% again. This shows the ca-
pability of data forwarding mechanism in learning a new route.
In addition, the guided DFS creates less control overhead than
AODV [37] and Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [55] for
path recovery after link failures in a large-scale unreliable net-
work. For a 500-node network, AODV that uses Breadth First
Search (BFS) requires 250,000 control packets, OLSR that uses
a Modified BFS requires 25,000 control packets, and the guided
DFS requires only 5,000 control packets.

This approach provides several advantages in unreliable
wireless environments. It adapts quickly to the frequently
changing topology by using an alternate route while carrying
the information about the failed link in the data packet. Hence,
routes are updated dynamically with low control overhead. Fur-
thermore, since the bit error rates of links depend on the packet
size, it provides a more reliable topology compared to the tra-
ditional route discovery approach in which the control packet is
smaller than the data packet. It also avoids the discrepancy of
the link’s reliability since there is no time difference between
route discovery and data forwarding as in the traditional rout-
ing. Typical traditional routing has two independent steps:(1)
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Table 2: Summary of Routing Protocols for HANs.
Routing Protocol Data Link Adaptation Layer Network Layer
ZigBee CSMA/CA n/a Tree routing, on-demand mesh routing,

source routing
6LowPAN
- Mesh Under CSMA/CA layer 2 mesh routing n/a
- Route Over CSMA/CA n/a RPL routing
Wireless-HART TDMA n/a graph and source routing
ISA100.11a TDMA, CSMA/CA, graph

routing and source routing
n/a backbone routing

Z-Wave CSMA/CA n/a Source routing
INSTEON TDMA n/a Simulcast

Table 3: Routing Protocol Classification for NANs.
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Application
DADR [43] X X X X X wireless AMI
Hydro [44] X X X X X X X wireless AMI
Timer based
multipath di-
versity routing
[46]

X X X X X wireless AMI

Jung et al. [47] X X X X wireless AMI, sta-
tus management and
monitoring

Wang et al. [45] X X X X X wireless AMI
Li et al. [48] X X X X wireless AMI
Bartoli et al. [49] X X X X wireless AMI
Li et al. [53] X X X DR
PMR [54] X X X AMI-PLC

route discovery and maintenance, and (2) data forwarding. An-
other advantage is, instead of initiating a new route discovery
when all possible next hops fail, it returns the packet back to its
previous sender so that the previous sender can try an alternate
route. As shown in Fig. 11, node a returns the packet back to
Src and then Src tries an alternate route through node f.

However, as the authors also mentioned in [43], this approach
has several disadvantages even though they have not seen the
degradation of performance due to these disadvantages. First,
it has additional state in the data forwarding phase which in-
crease the CPU and memory overhead of intermediate nodes.
Second, loop detection false positives might occur when the
acknowledgments are lost since there can be multiple packets
with the same FID traveling across the network. Loop detection
false negatives might also occur in which some data forwarding
loops are undetected when the FID table is deleted to early, i.e.,
FIDtimer is too short. Another disadvantage is the packet la-
tency in the flat mesh topology since the data packet needs to
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Figure 11: Backtracking mechanism and loop detection.

travel in several hops to reach the destination.
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7.1.2. Hybrid Routing Protocol
Hybrid Routing Protocol (Hydro) [44] is a link-state routing

protocol for Low-power and Lossy Networks (L2N). It uses a
distributed algorithm for Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) forma-
tion that provides multiple paths to a border router. To provide
a reliable default route to a border router, each node builds its
default route table by adding its neighbor nodes towards a bor-
der router. Then, each node will maintain statistics about the
link-layer packet success rate of the nodes in its default route
table. The entries in the default route table are ordered based
on this data-driven link estimation, i.e., ETX metric.

Each node periodically creates a topology report based on
its several top ranked entries of its default route table and op-
portunistically piggybacks it on frequent data traffic to a border
router using a default route. The border router then aggregates
the received topology reports to create a global view of the net-
work topology, i.e. the Link State Database. In this way, point-
to-point routing through a triangle routing occurs, i.e., source
node sends a packet to a border router using the default route
and then the border router sends it to the destination node using
source routing.

Based on the Link State Database, the border router opti-
mizes an active point-to-point routing between nodes and then
uses a route install message to update a node’s flow table. This
route install message consists of flow match and flow path.
Flow match is the criteria used to determine whether a given
packet matches a flow table entry while flow path is a complete
path to a destination node. Thus, each node takes the following
order of actions to forward a packet to a destination. Firstly,
it uses source routing if the packet has source routing informa-
tion in its header and forwards the packet to the next node in
the sequence. Then, point-to-point source routing based on its
flow table if the destination is found in the flow table. Finally, it
uses the default route to forward packet to a border router, i.e.,
it uses triangle routing. For example, the communication be-
tween node 7 and node 4 in Fig. 12 uses triangle routing. Node
7 sends the message to the border router using its default route
and then the border router uses source routing to send it to node
4.

Two testbeds and a real deployment with mesh nodes are
used to measure the performance of Hydro. The first testbed
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Figure 13: A sample WMN using 802.11s notation [57].

consists of 48 nodes located at the same floor and the network
diameter varies between 3-5 hops. The second testbed has 125
nodes spread across three floors and the real deployment con-
sists of 57 nodes in which 49 nodes are spread across four floors
and eight nodes located at a remote residential environment. Ei-
ther a PC with a connected node for interfacing with the L2N
or an embedded Linux device with an integrated IEEE 802.15.4
is used as border routers. Three days of observation of peri-
odic reports from the network nodes to an external server in the
real deployment network has shown that the PDR remains high
even during weekdays. Furthermore, the default route to border
routers provides the reliability and robustness of Hydro.

Hydro also supports multiple border routers which are con-
nected through separate interfaces through a backhaul link.
These border routers are the duplicates of the main border
router and maintain the same global view of the network topol-
ogy. In addition, to avoid single point of failure, proper place-
ments of these border routers can reduce congestion and the net-
work depth in a large network. However, the use of source rout-
ing creates significant overhead in large networks (e.g., NANs)
that require many hops to reach the destination.

7.1.3. IEEE 802.11s Routing
IEEE 802.11s [26] [56] extends the single hop IEEE 802.11

WLAN to a multi-hop Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). Two
important features of IEEE 802.11s are the mandatory Coordi-
nation Function (CF) called Enhance Distributed Channel Ac-
cess (EDCA) that enables different medium access priorities
and frame forwarding and routing at the data link layer. To
differentiate between routing at the network layer that uses IP
address and routing at the data link layer that uses MAC ad-
dress, routing at the data link layer is called path selection. The
nodes are given special names based on their roles in the mesh.
An example is provided in Fig. 13. IEEE 802.11s is yet to be
formally ratified.

The default multi-hop routing protocol in IEEE 802.11s is
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP). HWMP is a hybrid
tree routing. It is formed as a combination of on-demand reac-
tive routing and tree-based proactive routing. The on-demand
reactive routing is an adaptation of AODV protocol. It is used
when there is no root node. It reduces the impact of frequent
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topology changes, and enables peer-to-peer communications
between two nodes. A source node broadcasts Path Request
(PREQ) message to initiate route discovery and a unicast Path
Reply (PREP) message is sent back by the destination node or
any intermediate node that knows a path to the destination.

The tree-based proactive routing is used when there is a root
node. The root node initiates route discovery in two ways:
(1) By periodically broadcasting a root announcement (RANN)
message: Upon RANN message reception, each node sends a
unicast PREQ to the root node, and then the root node replies
to each PREQ message with PREP message, and (2) By proac-
tively disseminates PREQ message to all nodes in the network:
A node creates or updates its path to the root and then replies to
this proactive PREQ message if and only if the PREQ message
has a greater sequence number or offers a better metric.

The mandatory routing metric in HWMP is the airtime link
metric that measures the channel resources consumed for trans-
mitting a test frame over multihop routes. It is based on Equa-
tion 2,

ca =

[
O +

Bt

r

] 1
1 − e f

(2)

where ca is the airtime cost of a link, O is channel access over-
head, Bt is the size of a test frame (in bits), r is the bit rate at
which the frame can be transmitted (in Mbps) by a node, and e f

is the link error rate. This link error rate is measured based on
the probability of retransmission.

While 802.11s standard is fully compatible with higher layer
protocols, its default airtime link metric is reported to be very
sensitive to changes in link usage during the data transmission
[26] which causes route instability problem. This instability
occurs among paths with similar metrics when the less loaded
path momentarily offers a better link metric. Shortly after this
path is selected for data transmission, its link metric drops and
the newly less loaded old path or any other paths will have a
better link metric and therefore the routing path may constantly
change. In the context of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), this
is called route flap. This may be a major issue when the protocol
is deployed in very harsh dynamic environments where NANs
are deployed.

7.1.4. Improved Reliable Routing via IEEE 802.11s
As mentioned in the previous protocol description, the air-

time link metric may not be perfectly suitable for SG environ-
ments [47]. Therefore, Jung et al. [47] proposes a link error rate
that takes into account the varying packet size and route fluctu-
ation prevention algorithm to address these problems. The link
error calculation is shown in Equation 3

e f =

∑Pn
i Mi ×

(
1 − Bi

Bmax+Bi

)
PnRmax

(3)

where Mi is the total number of retransmissions at the MAC
layer of node i, Pn is the total number of packets transmitted
by node n, and Rmaxis the maximum retransmission count, Bi

is the size of packet i (in bytes), and Bmax is the biggest size
of the packet respectively. This calculation takes into account

the difference in the packet size. The frame retransmission at
the MAC layer of smaller frame size has a higher penalty than
large frame size since smaller frames are less prone to bit errors.

To handle the route instability, the route selection method in
HWMP is modified by taking into account the airtime link cost
variation. To support the proposed route fluctuation prevention
algorithm, instead of maintaining only one optimal route in the
routing table as in the default HWMP, multiple route informa-
tion from the current RANN messages and from the previous
RANN messages are stored in the routing table. Therefore, the
routing table stores the optimal route and multiple reserve-paths
from the previous RANN messages as well as from the cur-
rent RANN messages. The optimal route will change if only if
the variation of the airtime cost in the current optimal route is
higher than the variation of the reserve-path.

The simulation that uses periodic data and on-demand data
generated randomly with different packet size in small grid
mesh networks show that the proposed method provides bet-
ter throughput and delivery ratio. Compared to the traditional
HWMP, the proposed method has a higher PDR, lower end-to-
end delay, and less retransmission at the MAC layer. However,
there will be significant extra overhead in the routing table since
it stores both previous and current routes.

7.1.5. Timer-based Multipath Diversity Routing
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Figure 14: Multiple routes in multigate wireless mesh network [46].

Timer-based multipath diversity routing [46][58] is based on
hybrid tree routing of IEEE 802.11s [56]. It uses proactive rout-
ing to establish multiple routes to multiple-gateways in advance
by periodically broadcasting Root ANNouncement (RANN)
message from each Data Aggregator Point (DAP) station at ran-
dom to avoid collision while on-demand routing mainly deals
with the path failures. Each smart meter has multiple routes in
its tree table as shown in Fig. 14. If the received RANN is not
found in the tree table, a new routing tree is inserted into the ta-
ble. Otherwise only in case of newer or better path information,
the corresponding routing tree is updated.

This routing protocol is modified from the standard HWMP
protocol as shown in Fig. 15. Specifically, a backup HWMP
buffer stores a self-generated packet (data packet from upper
layer) when this packet is sent. If a node receives link failure
notification, it will search this buffer for all the affected packets
by using the source and destination address information from
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Figure 15: Timer-based multipath diversity routing operation, recreated from [46].

the notification. The node will then send those packets using
the backup route if any. If this backup route has also failed
or is unavailable, the on-demand routing starts working to find
a new route. The buffer uses a timer to clean-up its content
periodically to reduce the possibility of retransmitting packets
that have already been successfully transmitted. Nonetheless,
the performance of the approach needs to be tested with respect
to its tree table insertion overhead when the topology is very
dynamic.

7.1.6. IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Net-
works (RPL)

RPL is currently under development by the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) [38] to support various applications
for Low Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) such as in ur-
ban environment [59], home automation [60], building automa-
tion [61], and industrial applications [62]. Thus RPL frame-
work has a flexible design and supports a variety of objective
functions in order to build the routing topology based on vari-
ous link/node metrics and constraints. RPL is a distance vec-
tor routing protocol that organizes a topology as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) that could support multiple sink nodes.
This DAG is partitioned into one or more Destination Oriented
DAGs (DODAGs), one DODAG per sink node. In case of mul-
tiple sink nodes, it is expected that the roots are federated by a
common backbone. Each node has a certain rank property to
maintain its position in the DODAG.

RPL uses two control messages: DODAG Information Ob-
ject (DIO) and DODAG Destination Advertisement Object
(DAO) to construct DODAG, inward path, and outward path.
The sink node of a DODAG starts broadcasting DIO message
that contains information such as DODAG-ID, rank informa-
tion of the broadcasting node, and the objective function that
specifies the metrics and method for computing DAG rank.
Based on rank information and objective function from the re-

ceived DIO, a node that wants to join the DODAG calculates its
rank and the cost of reaching the node from itself. Then it adds
the sender of the received DIO to the parent list, updates rank
information on the DIO message, and then broadcasts it. In
this way, each client node knows its parent and able to forward
any inward traffic to the sink by using its parent as the next-hop
node. On the other hand, DAO is issued by a node to build an
outward path from the sink to the node. It follows the inward
path and contains the originator node rank information and re-
verse route information to record the node visited along the way
to the sink. In this way, the root node knows the outward path
from the root to the client nodes.

RPL proposes two mechanisms for DAG repairs, a global
repair and a local repair. A root node issues DIO with a new se-
quence number periodically for global repair. However, it poses
time overhead for repairing broken link or finding new parent.
Hence a local repair mechanism has been designed to fill the
gap. First a node starts a ’poison’ message to notify its children
to find alternate parents. Then it broadcasts DODAG Informa-
tion Solicitation (DIS) message to trigger the other nodes that
hear DIS message to starts sending DIOs. In this way, the prob-
lem is fixed locally and only the node with the broken link and
a part of its subgraph need to modify its parent list. The work in
[63] evaluates this local repair performance in a SG Substation
Network based of the real topology and link failure information
of 86 electric substations with a single root node. ETX metric is
used to build the DODAG. Several routing metrics such as path
quality, control plane overhead, ability to cope with unstable
situations, and end-to-end delay between nodes are evaluated.

A modified version of RPL [45] was designed to satisfy
the reliability and low-latency requirements of large-scale AMI
network by using the ETX link metric. The periodic measure-
ment of ETX based on a MAC layer feedback mechanism en-
ables each node to monitor the ETX of links to any of its parent
nodes, adjust its default parent and current rank, and inform
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Figure 16: Typical network topology of PLC networks.

others by issuing a DIO message if its current rank is changed.
In this way, each node will pick the link with low ETX and
hence provide good end-to-end reliability.

To reduce the overhead, instead of using DAO message, the
reverse path recording mechanism is used to form outward
paths from the inward data traffic. Each time a node receives
an inward data packet, the node records the source and the last-
hop node in its destination list. Based on its destination list, a
node can reach its descendant node by using the last-hop node
recorded previously as the next-hop node.

Using a network topology of 1000 nodes and one gateway
node located in the center, the overall PDR and average end-
to-end delay performance of the proposed routing protocol has
been shown to outperform AODV. In contrast to AODV, per-
node PDR and per-node average end-to-end delay are not sen-
sitive to the distance of a node to the gateway. A satisfactory
performance in both metrics can still be achieved even in the
presence of shadow fading.

7.2. Reliable Routing in PLC NANs

By following the structure of the electric power grids, a PLC
network can be created. The typical structure of electric power
grids is bus or tree topology [64]. In the tree topology, Medium
Voltage/Low Voltage (MV/LV) transformer is located at the
root of the tree. This tree topology is suitable for AMI appli-
cations. Fig. 16 shows the typical network topology of PLC
network based on the data collector location. A hierarchical
topology can be built based on these two basics topologies. A
single data collector can be placed on the MV/LV transformer
to collect data from smart meters. A wider coverage of the col-
lector can be achieved by placing the collector on the MV side
as shown in Fig. 16. However, this approach may require addi-
tional equipment. MV transformer has a different effect on BB
PLC and NB PLC. While NB PLC is able to penetrate a trans-
former even with a significant Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),
BB PLC requires additional equipment, called a coupler, to get
through the transformer [22].

To reach the collector, smart meter needs a multi-hop route
due to the different distance of smart meter to the collector and
the hostility of the medium for data transmission (e.g., vary-
ing impedance, noise, high attenuation). However, performing

multi-hop in PLC network is very challenging. Due to dynamic
topology changes, finding a next hop node would require per-
manent monitoring of PLC communications channel and fre-
quently updating the routing table. These efforts create a signif-
icant signaling overhead. Thus, since the fast changing topol-
ogy of PLC network is considered similar to ad-hoc/wireless
networks [23] [65] [66] [54], various routing protocols from
wireless network are proposed to be adapted for PLC networks
[65] [67]. However, care must be taken when using routing al-
gorithms from wireless communications to PLC since the net-
work characteristics (i.e., interference) of PLC are different. In
addition, in PLC networks, nodes are static and have no power
limitation. In this section, we first look at the adapted protocols
from wireless networks and then review the protocols that are
specifically designed for PLC routing.

7.2.1. Routing Protocols Adapted from Wireless Networks
The work in [65] proposes an Improved On-demand Distance

Vector (IPODV) routing protocol to cope with the fast changing
topology of PLC networks. Two improvements from AODV
are: 1) an improvement in the neighbor table management so
that stable neighbors are selected during the route discovery,
and 2) an improvement in the route maintenance mechanism to
reduce the overhead. In AODV, an entry of the neighbor ta-
ble is deleted when a node does not receive any packets within
the next HELLO message period. However, since the physi-
cal topology of PLC network remains unchanged in the long
run and only momentarily changes, IPODV takes into account
this fact and uses an aging algorithm to record the link quality
based on the number of HELLO messages received recently.
The link quality is lower when fewer HELLO messages are re-
ceived from a neighbor node. A threshold value is used for
the deletion of the neighbor table entry. If the link quality of
the neighboring node is lower than the threshold, the entry is
deleted. However, if the link quality is higher than the thresh-
old, the entry is marked as valid. Instead of sending periodic
HELLO messages to maintain the routing table and neighbor
table as in AODV, IPODV also uses data packets for that pur-
pose and hence reduces the frequency of sending HELLO mes-
sage as shown in Fig. 17. A detection window is defined and
when a node receives a data packet and HELLO message within
the detection window, the data packet is marked and sent while
the HELLO message is discarded. Other nodes that receive the
marked data packet update their tables. The simulation result
shows that IPODV produces more robust routes than in AODV.
The experiments in a small testbed also show that IPODV sends
fewer hello packets and route error packets while transmitting
more data packets than AODV.

The work in [67] proposes geographic routing protocols from
WSNs as the routing protocol for PLC networks due to the
fact that the network nodes in PLC network are static and their
location is known a priori. Beacon-less Routing (BLR) [68],
Beacon Based Routing (BBR) [69], and Implicit Geographic
Forwarding (IGF) [70] are examined. The Greedy Perime-
ter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [71] recovery strategy is adopted
in those geographic routing protocols when a route is broken.
Two routing algorithms Shortest Path Routing (SPR) and sim-
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Figure 17: Comparison of hello message mechanism in AODV and IPODV,
recreated from [65]

ple flooding mechanisms are used as the benchmark. SPR is
assumed to have the knowledge about the node connections
that have a quality link metric exceeding the minimum require-
ment and selects the best path between two nodes by minimiz-
ing a cost function. Two different baseline SPRs, namely SPR1
and SPR2, are defined based on two cost functions. In SPR1,
the cost function is the delay in terms of the number of hops
whereas in SPR2 the cost function is the total energy required
to deliver the packet. In a simple flooding, every node which
overhears a message also retransmits it if this message is not in-
tended to it. The initial results for a certain distribution network
topology have shown that geographic protocols are suitable for
energy and delay efficient transport of unicast messages. Their
performances are close to the SPR1 benchmark. When some
nodes are switched off and lead to broken routes, GPSR keeps
packet loss rate low. In addition, SPR2 showed lower energy
consumption than SPR1 at the expense of an increased delay.
Simple flooding is able to find the shortest route and hence pro-
vides the lowest delay at the expense of higher energy consump-
tion.

7.2.2. Routing Protocols Specifically Designed for PLC
Powerline Multi-path Routing (PMR) [54] is an on-demand

source routing protocol that builds multiple routes of maximally
disjoint routes through request/reply cycle and is specifically
designed for Narrowband PLC. PMR performs broadcasting
control to reduce the broadcasting overhead. When the mas-
ter node needs a route to a slave node and there is no available
route information, the master node floods the RREQ message
to the entire network. This RREQ messages reach the des-
tination slave through different routes. The destination node
picks up multiple disjoint routes from the arrived RREQ pack-
ets and sends RREP packets back to the source node via the
chosen path. A user-defined positive integer k and an average-
hops value are used for broadcasting control. The average-hops
value is the topological distance from Master node to a given
node. This distance is almost constant. An intermediate node
forwards duplicate RREQ packets whose incoming node is dif-
ferent from the first received RREQ packet if the hop count in
the duplicate RREQ packets are not greater than the hop count

Figure 18: Forwarding decision in PMR.

of the first received RREQ packet plus average-hops/k. Other-
wise, the duplicate RREQ packets are dropped. Fig. 18 shows
an example of forwarding decisions of node a and node b. For
k=4, node a forwards the received RREQ packet from node c
and node d. The first received RREQ packet in node a is from
node c and since the hop count of the received RREQ packet
from node d is not greater than 5, node a forwards this packet.
Node b also forwards these two packets further, while the re-
ceived RREQ packet from node e is dropped.

PMR also uses extra back-off time for the first received
RREQ packet and random packet forwarding mechanism to
provide fairness in routing discovery. Broadcasting conflict oc-
curs when an RREQ packet which takes the fastest path oc-
cupies too many network resources and prevents other RREQ
packet to reach their destinations. Therefore, an intermediate
node that first receives an RREQ packet will wait until the ran-
dom back-off time expires before re-broadcasting the RREQ
packet. In this way, other RREQ packet that propagates later
than the fastest RREQ will have a chance to reach the des-
tination. Instead of first-in-first out strategy, the selection of
packet for re-broadcasting from the queue buffer is performed
at random. A newly received RREQ packet is discarded when
the buffer length is exceeded the pre-defined buffer limit or
when it has high similarity with any RREQ packet in the packet
buffer. The performance comparison with Split Multipath Rout-
ing (SMR) [72] through simulation in a large-scale environment
with 1024 nodes shows that PMR has greater success ratio of
finding disjoint routes and less average overhead than SMR.

7.3. Secure Routing for Wireless NANs

As previously mentioned, security should cover all aspects
of SG including routing protocols and the data passing through
the network. While there are some papers that discuss the data
security and privacy for SG as discussed in [48] [49], there is
no specific work on routing security for the SG. However, since
most of the proposed routing protocols for NANs are based on
WMN, there are many work for security in WMN that may be
suitable for SG with some adaptations. Hence in this subsec-
tion, we will look at these two categories separately.
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Table 4: Attack on routing, summarized from [77].
Routing Phase Security Attack
Route Discovery Routing table overflow attack,

Routing cache positioning
attack, Flooding (PREQ,
HELLO, acknowledgment),
Routing loop, Routing
message modification

Route Maintenance broadcasting false control
message (e.g., link-broken
error message)

Advanced/ sophisti-
cated attacks

Wormhole attack, Black-
hole/sinkhole attack, Byzan-
tine attack, Rushing attack,
Resource Consumption
attack, PHEV location
disclosure attack

7.3.1. Security for WMNs
Security for WMNs has been an active research area in re-

cent years. Due to inherent security problems of wireless envi-
ronments that are prone to passive and active attacks, ensuring
security in WMNs is crucial for the realization of many WMN-
based applications including SG. Security threats for WMNs
are present at each level of the protocol stack.A more compre-
hensive discussion about securing WMNs can be found in [73]
[74] [75] [76].

In this section, we focus our discussion on security threats on
routing that may occur at the network and data link layers. Link
layer is also considered since a lot of routing protocols follow
a cross-layer approach where link layer information is utilized
for routing decisions. Since WMN routing strategies follow two
major steps of Route Discovery and Route Maintenance, similar
attacks on MANET/WSN routing can also occur at different
phases of WMN routing as summarized in Table 4 and these
may come from internal or external attackers. Since most of
the proposed routing protocols for NANs discussed in the paper
are based on HWMP of IEEE 802.11s standard, we specifically
discuss the security attacks and secure routing under HWMP
[50] [51]. We also discuss differentiated security approach [52]
that in our view is suitable for the SG.

IEEE 802.11s does not specify security in routing and hence
HWMP is vulnerable to routing attacks such as PREQ flood-
ing, route redirection and routing loop formation [50]. PREQ
flooding is a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack that makes every
intermediate node keep forwarding the PREQ message since
it is destined to an address that does not exist in the network.
In a short time, the bandwidth becomes saturated. The other
two attacks are performed by modifying the mutable fields of
the control packet. Basically, HWMP has mutable and non-
mutable fields in the control packet. Non-mutable fields remain
unchanged while mutable fields (i.e., hop count, TTL and met-
ric) are modified at each hop by the intermediate nodes before
forwarding control packet to the next hop. Route re-direction
happens when the malicious node divert traffic to itself by either
advertising a route to a destination that has a greater Destination

Sequence Number than the original destination or modifying
the metric field of PREQ message to zero to announce a better
path to a destination. Routing loop formation is also performed
by modifying the metric field and spoofing MAC addresses.

In [50], a Secure Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (SHWMP)
is used to tackle these attacks. The approach assumes the avail-
ability of keys via IEEE 802.11s Mesh Security Architecture
and utilizes IEEE 802.1X for initial authentication. SHWMP
provides hop-by-hop authentication on the mutable fields us-
ing a Merkle tree. This is a binary tree which concatenates
the hash values of mutable elements in a hierarchical manner.
Eventually at the root, one hash-value is obtained for all the
mutable fields. Non-mutable fields of the routing packet are
protected using symmetric encryption. Simulation results show
that compared to HWMP, SHWMP provides higher PDR and
incurs little computational and storage overhead. Through anal-
ysis, SHWMP is shown to be robust against flooding, routing
loops and routing message modification attacks. Since 802.11s
has not been approved yet, depending on the key generation
mechanisms of Mesh Security Architecture is a strong assump-
tion in this work. Moreover, there has been some claims on the
collision resistance of Merkle trees in the past [51].

As another approach, Identity Based Cryptography (IBC) is
used to authenticate HWMP control messages, i.e. route re-
quest (PREQ) and route reply (PREP) messages by creating
digital signature of the mutable fields [51]. In IBC, given an
identity of a node, public and private keys are generated using a
hash function. Before sending control messages, the digital sig-
nature of the mutable fields is calculated using the private key.
This signature is included in the control packet. When a node
receives a control message, it verifies the digital signature us-
ing the transmitter’s public key. If it is not correct, the packet is
dropped. Simulation results show that compared to HWMP, the
digital signature does not affect the end-to-end delay. Further-
more, the additional overhead does not increase significantly.
However, this approach only addresses the attacks from exter-
nal nodes.

Obviously, even if these approaches make HWMP secure to
use in real-life, the question of how to deploy it in a large-scale
NAN is yet to be addressed. In particular, the key management
issues with respect to their locations and how different portions
of the SG Network communicates with different keys are the
main issues that need to be dealt with in a typical AMI appli-
cation. The routing performance in terms of delay, bandwidth,
etc. should also be assessed under a variety of key sizes and
security approaches.

Meanwhile, Gamer et al. [52] proposed differentiated secu-
rity in which data and routing traffic are separated into different
traffic classes based on the traffic’s protection requirement. This
approach is similar to Virtual LAN (VLAN) approach. Every
node that participates in the mesh network is assigned to at least
one protection level called Type of Protection (ToP). This ToP
represents the ability of the node to forward and read the frame
contents of certain traffic within the same protection level. Each
TOP has a group key to secure data and routing traffic as well
as multicast and broadcast messages. To get ToPs and the as-
sociated group keys, each node must communicate with an au-
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thentication server. In this way, only eligible nodes may take
part in the mesh network to prevent external malicious nodes
to join the network. However, this approach only prevents at-
tacks from the internal malicious nodes from different protec-
tion levels since they do not have the TOP group key and does
not eliminate attacks from the internal malicious nodes within
the same protection level. And again, the issue of deployment
on SG, especially with respect to authentication server, multi-
cast groups etc., raises challenges about the applicability of the
approach.

7.3.2. Secure Data Aggregation
Within the AMI network, the data size is expected to be fairly

large as a result of the large-scale monitoring, sensing and mea-
surement. In order to reduce the communications burden, ag-
gregating the data is one possible solution. At an intermediate
node, the received packets from its leaf nodes are aggregated
prior to forwarding the aggregated packets to its parent node.
Two different secure data aggregation approaches were pro-
posed for AMI multihop networks as shown in Table 5. These
are based on the application of the aggregation function. The
aggregation can be done either by applying a function such as
sum, count, average, etc. to the received data or by concatenat-
ing multiple packets under the same header.

Using the first approach, Li et al. [48] proposed an end-to-
end encryption based on Paillier cryptosystem [78] to secure
the information aggregation. At the intermediate node and the
sink node, the aggregation operation is performed by multipli-
cation of all incoming encrypted packets. After the aggregation
operation, the sink node decrypts the aggregation result to ob-
tain the final result. Hence, the end-to-end confidentiality of the
information is maintained.

The second approach, Bartoli et al. [49], proposed both end-
to-end and hop-by-hop security protection for the information
aggregation using two different symmetric keys: a shared key
between the smart meter and the gateway and pairwise keys be-
tween every node and its one-hop neighbors. At the aggregator
node, the aggregation operation is performed by first eliminat-
ing unnecessary overhead from each packet and then concate-
nating those packets into a single packet. To secure the packet,
AES block cipher was used for end-to-end security and hop-by-
hop security. Performance evaluations of the proposed routing
in a variety of lossy channels showed that a high number of
packet losses occurred only in very noisy channels. Further-
more, the lossless aggregation reduces unnecessary overhead
transmission (headers and Message Integrity Code (MICs)) by
concatenating several packets into a single packet, and thus
maximizes the link usage and minimizes the network traffic
and saves energy. In a multihop network, the energy savings
increase along with the increased number of hops.

7.4. QoS Routing
There is not much work on QoS routing in the SG. However,

given that NANs may use a WMN based architecture, some of
the prior QoS works in WMNs may apply with some adapta-
tions. We first provide an overview of these approaches and
then focus on specific QoS for the SG.

7.4.1. QoS Routing in WMNs
QoS provisioning in WMN has started to receive attention

from the research community recently and initially some work
has been done with single-channel assumption [79, 80]. Ba-
sic QoS extensions to 802.11 have also been developed under
802.11e by means of Hybrid Controlled Channel Access and
EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access), but only aimed
at the MAC layer. A framework to provide IEEE 802.11e-based
parameterized QoS in terms of admission control algorithms
and scheduling algorithms is presented in [81]. A distributed
bandwidth-constrained routing is proposed in [82] considering
intra-flow interferences.

There are also some works with the assumption of a TDMA-
based MAC layer to provide bandwidth guarantees [83]. The
work [84] considered service differentiation and packet aggre-
gation in WMNs to provide statistical QoS guarantees for VoIP
applications. They define four different data classes and per-
form packet aggregation at each node to minimize the packet
handling overhead. The work in [85] studies the performance
of multimedia traffic in WMNs. The mesh-based testbed is used
to transmit video and voice data with different network config-
urations and network cards. MPLS-based [86] cross-layer rout-
ing framework is presented in [87] to enable a good application
delivery. A good survey of QoS extensions to IEEE 802.11-
compliant networks at the MAC layer is reported in [88].

7.4.2. QoS Routing in Wireless NANs
As far as the SG applications are concerned, the protocol pro-

posed in [53] is one of the few approaches to multi-constrained
QoS routing in wireless NANs. The proposed protocol, namely
Optimized Multi-Constrained Routing (OMCR), is a simple
greedy algorithm that can be implemented in a distributed man-
ner based on two QoS requirements: delay and outage proba-
bility. The authors assume that a home appliance can commu-
nicate with the control center by sending a QoS requirement
and then the control center assigns one or more routes for the
home appliance to guarantee the QoS requirement. The per-
formance comparison with an approximation algorithm called
Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS) using
path-length metric showed that both have similar performance
in terms of path-length while the running time of OMCR is
shorter and it is more scalable than FPTAS. The network size
does not have significant impact on the running time of OMCR.

Another QoS routing approach is part of the IEEE 802.11s
standard. Since SG provides services to various applications
that may vary in packet size, EDCA mechanism of IEEE
802.11s supports SG to differentiate data traffic by priority and
provide QoS for time-critical data [47]. EDCA is originally de-
fined in IEEE 802.11e standard [89]. It is a contention based
distributed medium access mechanism that provides prioritized
QoS support by delivering traffic based on their priorities. It has
four different priority categories (highest priority first) : voice,
video, best effort, and background. Each priority class has its
own queue for data transmission.

Since EDCA only provides service differentiation and not
QoS guarantees, the work in [90] extends EDCA with dis-
tributed resource reservation (EDCA/RR) to provide QoS guar-
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Table 5: Secure Routing Comparison.
Characteristics Li et al. [48] Bartoli et al. [49]

Type of secure aggregation End-to-End Security End-to-End and Hop-by-Hop Security
Type of Aggregation Encrypted Data Aggregation Encrypted Data Aggregation
Aggregation function additive homomorphic encryption concatenation

Final result single aggregate value multiple original values from source
Crypto System Paillier AES CCM 128 bit for end-to-end,

AES-CBC-MAC 128 bit for hop-by-hop
Security requirement covered :

- Confidentiality Yes Yes
- Integrity No Yes

- Authentication No Yes
- Data freshness Yes Yes

antees and proposes to combine it with HWMP. EDCR/RR op-
erates like EDCA for the first two low-priority classes and of-
fers resource reservation for high-priority classes. The idea is
that instead of two separate processes (i.e., route discovery and
then resource reservation), both processes are combined into a
route and reservation request (RRQ). In this way, route discov-
ery will be performed with less message overhead and shorter
delays compared to EDCA. The receiving node is only allowed
to reply if it supports the requested QoS requirements.

The work in [91] proposes another enhancement to HWMP,
specifically in the reactive phase of HWMP. This improvement
makes the on-demand routing of HWMP a QoS-aware routing
protocol. To find a path between source and destination that sat-
isfies the end-to-end delay requirement, the route discovery and
route maintenance are modified. PREQ message has some addi-
tional fields that are used to store some QoS information such as
the delay constraint. When a node receives PREQ message and
the PREQ message contains QoS information, the node com-
pares its one-hop delay with the delay constraint stored in the
message. If its one-hop delay is greater, then PREQ message is
dropped. The simulation results show that the proposed solu-
tion increases the performance of HWMP by reducing the end-
to-end delay at the expense of insignificant additional overhead.

8. Routing Protocols for WANs

The WAN is the network which consists of different com-
ponents such as core network or backhaul network to sup-
port SG applications. In most cases, the used technology is
wired/optical and routing is handled by means of a public net-
work such as the Internet or private lines [92]. This is espe-
cially true for the core network where Fiber optics, IP/Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Metro Ethernet are em-
ployed [93]. The issues regarding routing in these networks are
not within the scope of this paper as they do not arise as a result
of employing SG applications. For instance, the issues of se-
curity, QoS, reliability, etc. that are specific to SG applications
have long been studied within the Internet [94][95].

In case of wireless infrastructure (i.e., wireless WAN), most
of the time routing is not an issue since the data can be trans-
mitted in one hop to the destination (e.g., WiMAX, 4G, GPRS).

The issues in these wireless technologies are mostly related to
physical layer, channels, radio, handoff, etc. [96]. As a result, it
can be concluded that the technology in WANs utilizes the ex-
isting IP protocols and thus there are no new routing challenges
raised as a result of deploying SG applications.

The only case where routing can come into picture is in
the deployment of a multi-hop wireless WAN which can be a
proprietary/private network belonging to a particular company.
Specifically, the company can deploy mesh routers or towers in
all of its substations to create a mesh among these substations
and some gateways situated at several residence locations to
collect metering data [97]. In such a case, multi-hopping among
base-stations as well as mesh routers can introduce some rout-
ing challenges which are similar to the challenges in NANs that
were discussed in the previous section.

9. Future Research Directions

Given the routing design issues and the state of the current
routing research, several requirements of SG routing are yet to
be addressed, especially with the increasing number of appli-
cations envisioned for SG. In this section, we provide a list of
open issues to be studied in the future as part of SG routing
challenges that may be related to any of the HANs, NANs or
WANs.

9.1. QoS Architecture

The SG communications network shares all types of informa-
tion generated by end-point devices which have diverse end-to-
end latency requirements. This indicates the need for a compre-
hensive QoS architecture as in the case of Internet’s Differen-
tiated Services (DiffServ) [98] or Integrated Services (IntServ)
[94]. Different types of time-critical data may be prioritized dif-
ferently based on the applications. Therefore, application and
flow-based prioritization can better fit to the requirements of SG
just like IntServ. For this purpose, it will not be enough to pro-
pose QoS routing approaches at the HAN, NAN, or WAN side.
A comprehensive QoS understanding of gateways at different
network components may be needed. The implementation of
message prioritization should be done based on the number of
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priority levels, resource allocation at each level, priority map-
ping to each communications class, priority transition between
different networks, admission control criteria when there is a
congestion in the network, and dynamic control adjustments.

9.2. Secure Routing

As far as the security is concerned, the previously discussed
routing protocols deal with two different data requirements of
the SG: SG is expected to have an aggregate data for statis-
tical analysis for operation management and individual power
consumption for billing purposes. The former raises concerns
regarding privacy and thus requires different efforts in addition
to securing the routing. The latter, however, is an issue that
needs to be addressed along with routing. While the existing
secure routing approaches for MANETs and WSNs could be
employed in most of the applications, the problem of interop-
erability among different network components and the diversity
of attacks that can be started on these networks make it chal-
lenging to have a comprehensive secure routing approach. In
addition, depending on the applications, the security goals will
differ making it a more complex issue. Adaptation of the exist-
ing approaches to the SG based on its needs and requirements is
a future challenge. One of the major parts of the adaptation ef-
fort should address the issue of key management whether it be
a symmetric or asymmetric key cryptographic approach. Key
management may re-shape the design of some of the routing
protocols to realize their applicability.

9.3. Secure and QoS-aware Routing

Given the security and QoS requirements above, an interest-
ing future direction would be to provide both in a wireless en-
vironment. Traditionally, in wired networks this may not be a
top concern since there will be enough resources. However, in
wireless networks such as WMN, WSN or WPAN, providing
security might hurt some of the QoS. For instance, some of the
metrics such as reliability and delay should be guaranteed under
security protection. This puts additional burden on the network
and requires approaches with less overhead in terms of both se-
curity and QoS. In addition, new studies which will evaluate
the current performance of QoS routing along with security ap-
proaches are needed. Among the other metrics that need to be
included in assessment is the mobility handling when mobile
workforce is involved as clients of the NANs. This even creates
a more challenging problem in the intersection of security, QoS
and mobility which has not been studied before.

9.4. Hybrid Routing using PLC and Wireless Communication

Hybrid routing refers to routing in hybrid SG communica-
tions networks where both PLC and wireless communications
are utilized. Such routing may provide some benefits in terms
of path diversity and energy consumption (if this is an issue).
However, the design of these types of routing protocols is chal-
lenging due to different characteristics of PLC and wireless
communications. In addition, standardization is needed to guar-
antee the interoperability among different network components.
Current approaches target HANs and typically adapt existing

routing protocols from wireless networks. It is an important
challenge to design similar protocols for NANs where the net-
work includes medium voltage powerline (i.e., more interfer-
ence will be there).

9.5. Cross Layer Routing via Multi-channels and MIMO

Even though a hybrid SG communications architecture that
utilizes different communications technologies provide some
benefits, the performance in terms of bandwidth, packet loss,
delay and interference is still below the expectations and hence
there is a need for the development of novel communications
protocols for improved performance. To tackle the harsh en-
vironmental conditions and limit radio interferences, advanced
physical layer/radio technologies such as Multiple Input Multi-
ple Output (MIMO), multiple radio interfaces and smart anten-
nas should be exploited while developing cross-layer routing
protocols. In particular, multi-radio multi-channel WMNs have
a lot of potential to be used in SG NANs. However, the assign-
ment of channels and use of radios dynamically based on the
traffic requirements need to be tackled. This raises the problem
of cross-layer QoS routing support under a dynamic channel
assignment and security protection which has not been studied
before.

9.6. Scalable Routing

Given that the current state of the art routing protocols for
MANETs or WMNs only work on networks with smaller net-
work diameters (i.e., the number of hops is limited), the ap-
plicability of these approaches to large-scale NANs may not
be possible. In particular, the performance of multi-hop rout-
ing degrades significantly as reported in [99]. This indicates
the need for scalable routing approaches which can maintain
the performance throughout the network. The major focus for
this purpose will be the routing metrics used. The metrics that
reveals link layer or physical layer information are highly de-
sirable. In fact, there has been a lot of research on WMN rout-
ing metrics [100] but these have not specifically focused on the
needs of SG applications. For instance, how these metrics will
behave under QoS requirements of NANs is yet to be explored.

9.7. Simulation Tools and Testbeds for Routing

The design of new routing protocols also raise the issue of
testing for SG networks which is not an easy task. Current
routing research heavily relies on simulators which may fail
to capture the characteristics of wireless environments [57].
While there has been a big interest on the testbeds for imple-
menting WMN routing, the tests so far remain in building se-
tups with smaller networks. On the other hand, SG network
environments will be different and introduce interference es-
pecially from the devices which are part of the SG. Consid-
ering the large-scale NANs, deployment of testbeds for SG
requires significant academia-industry cooperation and invest-
ment. Nonetheless, in the mean time, researchers will need
simulation tools or remotely accessible testbeds where they can
test the performance of routing protocols. This indicates a need
for special network simulators/emulators which can imitate the
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characteristics of SG environments and provide easy access to
researchers. In particular, virtualization can be exploited in con-
junction with these simulators for more realistic tests. There are
some initial efforts (e.g., SG Communications Assessment Tool
(SG-CAT) [101], TCIPG testbed from the University of Illi-
nois [102]) but more efforts are needed for quality simulators
as well as testbeds. Such availability will significantly enhance
the routing research in the SG.

9.8. Standardization and Interoperability in Routing

Although there are some standardization efforts within HAN
in terms of the use of ZigBee, for NANs there is no similar
common standard. The use of 802.11s standard for NAN rout-
ing can be an example of the standardization efforts but due
to availability of several communications options, several stan-
dards will be needed. The other issue related to standardiza-
tion is the interoperability of the networks as they may be using
different routing protocols. While this is addressed with the
deployment of gateways, using the same standard could be ad-
vantageous in terms of deployment convenience and flexibility.
For instance, 6LowPAN is based on IPv6 which can also be
employed in a NAN and thus HAN and NAN will be interop-
erable in terms of communications. In addition, when dealing
with fault-tolerance, different utilities may need to communi-
cate with each other in order to prevent the spread of the black-
outs. In such cases, if the used routing protocols are different
and the Smart Grid devices which sit at different utility net-
works cannot communicate with each other, power restoration
can be delayed. As a result, the use of standards will force
routing research to comply with the standard requirements and
consider meeting those standards rather than coming up with
new designs from scratch.

9.9. Multicast Routing

The use of multicast in SG applications is expected to be a
common need in the future given that DR applications may deal
with a group of residents in a neighborhood. The multicast mes-
sage may also be subject to some QoS requirements. Therefore,
there will be a need for multicast routing in NANs. Currently,
there is no work dealing with multicast routing in SG applica-
tions. HAN applications can also use multicast to communicate
with a set of devices at home. Therefore, routing protocols for
HANs/NANs should be adapted to support multicasting in SG
applications.

10. Conclusion

There is an increasing interest towards the development of
routing protocols to satisfy the requirements of the SG applica-
tions. However, the development of routing protocols for SG is
still in its infancy given that there are a lot of challenges yet to
be addressed. In this paper, we have summarized and classified
these routing protocols under three SG network components,
namely HANs, NANs and WANs. For the former two, we have
presented a routing classification by using the underlying com-
munications medium and several key metrics such as reliability,

security and QoS. We have also identified pros and cons of these
protocols to point out the need for further research. In addition,
we have described and discussed several major routing-related
issues, such as QoS, security, testing and multicasting that need
to be addressed in the future routing protocols.
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